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section I~Previous Work 
Because dissimilation accounts for a 
relatively small number of sound changes In Bngllah* 
it has received only passing attention* It is not at 
all unusual to find that in an Historical grammar of 
im&llsh* dissimilation is dismissed with a footnote or* 
at best* with a paragraph* The subject* though* has been 
tavern more study in other languages* particularly In 
Hellenic* Romance* and several non-Indo-:uropean 
families* In 1096 Crasraant published Dr dissimilation 
oonaonantlque dans les leagues lndo-europeonnea et "dans 
les leagues romance* in which for the first tints a 
substantial body of words affected by dissimilation was 
collected and discussed* Crammont attempted the perhaps 
impossible feat of so ordering dlasimilatory tendencies 
that they ml^ht be stated according to prescribed laws*
In 1907 his "Botes stir la Dissimilation" appeared* These
notes* oiving a further treatment of dissimilation by 
adding words to the list that had already been forumluted 
for the earlier work* were written in answer to ?>.* A*
Hevue des Lansnes uamanas. vol* 60 ?1Q07J* pp*273-310*
s
Thomas *s Kssals do Fhllologle frsnpalse (1079) ,
Melanges dfetraolo^le franpAlae (1902), and ffauveaux 
Bsaals da Phliolo&lc franpalse (1903)* Orammont, In M b 
later Tralt^ de Phone tlaus (1933), relists these cases 
end collects and classifies numerous other examples* In 
none of these studies is 'nullah represented*
Thurnsysen gives a discussion of dissimilation 
in his article * id. sslmlla tlon und Analogic,"2 though no 
mention of mulish is made* Thurneysen here challenges 
Bru^maxm’s claim that dissimilation seems irregular In 
nature and that it cannot be brought Into conformity 
with laws of sound changef he himself claims that 
dissimilation is a regular sound change sad that apparent 
irregularities can be explained as a result of the force 
of analogy*
Albert Jt Camay in "The Heal Nature of 
D1 ssimllation"^discusses at length the carious attempts 
that have boon made to explain the process of dissimilation, 
attempts by linguists and psychologists* None of these, 
however, does he consider satisfactory* He himself has 
elaborated a theory which will be discussed in some detail 
in the next section of this work* Ho case of dissimilation
8. Zeltaohrlft ̂ r j rertJ.«lohond» rgrao^oAohupK, vol. 44 
S. TAPA. volfxiJDt (loie), pp. 101-118.
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in English, is treated here*
la 1956 Holanu G» Kent published his article 
"Assimilation ani Lisslmilution*Here ho claims that 
dissimilation is a more or lees regular sound change* 
that ita direction ia normally regressive* and that 
exceptions to that normal direction can be accounted for 
by e consideration or the soman tic and etymological 
value of certain word-elements* Hoi the r does Kent 
consider dissimilation in English*
There have boon some articles* though* devoted 
entirely to the study or dissimilation in English* The 
first of these was one In 1005 by Gregor sarraain*^ who 
made a study of vowel dissimilation by collecting words 
in which the die simile tory influence of w prevented the 
development of a HE o-sound Into the expected u-sound of 
Hod* English* (See Appendix IV)*
George Ilenpl in 1095 presented ® a list of words 
taken from his own dialect of southern Michigan In which 
r seems to be lost through dissimilefcoxy elision* Hie 
examples are all taken from Modem hJLish* and 
dissimilation is evident* of course* in pronunciation* 
not In spelling*
4* .uâ o, vol. 18* pp. 845-258.5* wvocall»che Dissimilation lm Mlttelengllsohon**ffisUggbg stjudj,.*, vox »o» pp. „•• "Lo«» or v u  mullah through . lesiallc.tlaa,"Dialsot wSptm. vol. 1, pp. 279-201.
4
m  1917 Am Goods11 published in M s  article 
"Distant Dissimilation”7 ft collection or peroonul-aiiid 
plaoeHAatssa showing dissimilation. These names are all 
taken from Yorkshire and arc, In ocm̂ p&rlson with other 
plaoe-end personal-name a showing dissimilation presented 
In the body of this work* few in mudher.
The most extensive study of consonantal 
dissimilation in h^liah was made by Dduard Kokhcrdt in
A1938* Here we havo for the first tine any etaeable
oolle etlon of n^liob words showing disoimilatory change
or loss. Dokhardtfs list, though* la by no mean® oomplete*
no this treatment will demonstrate*
It is also to nkhordt that we owe a study of
0rm^lieh words showing vowel &is©IataiX0tlom. xhie 
collection, published In 1S39, may be considered as the 
ccaapjnlon pieoe to the article of 1933•
Brief notices of dissimilation are ,JLvon In 
many linguistic works* lmost Invariably they occur 
incidentally to discussions of regulur sound developments« 
Practically all linguists include material on dissimilation 
In works whose subjects arc of larger scope* oi tho 
shorter articles dealing with dissimilation or some of Its
7. ffigsm zmifciA ‘Spxisa» y°j* }?> pi** 10-23.B. "Dio Ik>nconantlscdic A s s im i la t io n  lxa i io l i s c k o n ,11
Aav il la *  v o l .  6 2 , pp . 01-99*
9* "tile vokclleohe issimllation lm ngAi&ahm**DcuJLlgohe Gtudion* vol. 73 (1939), pp. 161-179.
featurea bibliography at tbo end or fchla treatment
w f  be consulttd*
«
cotton 3-~Qhnr«cfcor of di a-o toilet Ion 
Xbe phenomenon oi’ dissimilation# because of Its 
very nature# presents an interesting ana important study 
to the linguist* Although it appears loss fre ̂ uontly 
then Use kindred sound change assimilation# it is 
characterised by xaoro variety and complexity* iho study 
or dissimilation cannot l>- limited to tbs o one leers 11cm 
or aoo isolated change* Tor it is concerned with many 
sound changes* It helps to explain or Is explained by 
many linguistic phenomena# All categories of phonemes 
are in cone way subject to dissimilation# often In most 
divex*se positions and under most vuriud conditions* 
Aiociiailatla, is# than# a law which is at onco quite 
elusive and definitely instructive*
Xbal which probably renders dissimilation so 
elusive is the fact that any attempt to define It must 
take into account certain fundamental facts end 
relationships which combine to make It as much a matter 
of psychology as of linguistics* Although psychology 
probably enters Into the causes for any linguistic 
phenomenon# there la perhapc no sound change# w&Lh the 
possible exception oX assimilation# so Uaponciont on 
psychology for explanation as dissimilation* Because
7
psychology Is still largely a matter or theories, 
frequently conflicting, It is extremely difficult to use 
it la explaining more than the rudimentary facts with which 
It concerns itselfS nevertheless, up to a certain point,
It offers the most satisfactory mechanism to ho used in 
ascertaining the underlying facts governing dissimllatory 
tendencies*
L/lssiailatloa may he said to take place when Of
two like or similar phonemes one is changed or lost as a
result of the other* Lven in the definition of
dissimilation there is disagreement among those who have
considered the phenomenon* Granmont would restrict
dlssimllatory tendencies only to phonemes which occur in
the same word or group of words and which are not in
Juxtaposition, for in his definition he writes that
dissimilation "eat use sotloa produite par un phoneme
sur un autre phoneme qul figure dans le mesas mot ou le
mens groups de mots, et eves lequel 11 n»est pas en
contact."1 £ Italics are mine •] Graff, though#
sspecifically states that the two sounds may he contiguous: 
"dissimilation takes place when of two similar sounds, 
either contiguous or at a, distance [italics arc mine) ,
1. Maurice Crazamomt, "La ; icoimilatioa, " Traits de 
Phonetlqus (Paris, 1933), p. 209.
a. |marTT'or«ff# ^guaMt aa£ (»®w1988)i p. 893*
a
aone le differentiated from th© other*w Eckh&rdfc avoids 
tho issue completely in defining the phenomenon* in any 
event * we ere safe in saying that one or the two phoneme 
concerned causes the other to lose one or several or the 
elements of articulation which the two possess In cocoon 
and that one thus becomes differentiated in some way 
from the other* Whether we shall have to talcs sides on 
the natter of whether the two phonemes may bo contiguous 
or not will rest with examples only as they weF chance to 
occur In the cases of rmgllsh concerned In this work* 
dissimilation belongs to the phenotypical type 
of linguistic phenomena in that It Is a change which 
develops under the Influence of surrounding sounds* It 
Is not a matter here * as in the case of most vowel 
changes* of a development which gradually takes place 
without the change9s boln^ noticed* but a matter of 
sudden change*
m  an attempt to establish reasons for the 
appearance of dissimilation we can at best point out the 
chief opinions advanced by linguists* though these may at 
times be conflicting* Bach explanation Is In seme way 
dependent on psychologyf since* though* psychology often 
seems to bo at variance with Itself* the tenets h^ld by
3* Eduard Bofch&rdt* "i io koasoaontiooho Dissimilation Ira rmgllsohea*1* Diuilla. vol. 08 (1930)* pp. 01-99*
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several scholars may differ and yet he sound*
Obviously the chief cause of dissimilation Is 
the difficulty which arises In an attempt to pronounce 
the same sound several times successively or* in the case 
of a series of similar sounds or sound^comblnablons* to 
distinguish exactly between the individual sounds or 
eound^comblmations* Ihe difficulty one encounters in 
distinguishing between fe smd££j is obvious in the tongue* 
twister* thirty*three thousand thistles thrice thrust 
through thy throat# A mispronunciation easily takes 
place here# In a much smaller accumulation of sounds» 
though* it Is possible for a mispronunciation to take 
place#* (MB laurer becomes laurel)*
B r u g g m a m  in his jCurse vernlelcbande Orasaaatlk 
dar lndo^enaanlschan Spraohen5attributes such a fact to 
■ the discomfort arising from the confusion produced In 
his (the speaker*s)mlad when the same sound is repeated 
t wioe in a short interval*” In other words* this early 
theory would claim for the speaker a desire to prevent the 
repetition of similar sounds in the same word or in the 
seme group of words# a s  a point of fact* though* we do 
not always object to the repetition of the same sounds! 
for instance* some old ; n^llsh alliterative lines are
5* P* 40 (1904)*
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greatly admired* But we find difficult "Peter Piper the 
peaploker***u How can Brugraftiiatg theory# then# explain 
the fact that assimilation la actually of more frequent 
occurrence than dlaalxallatlcnf why is there ooiaa times a 
tendency to say "Pejjer Piper*»•#* l»e»* toward further 
assimilation? Bturtevemt^ claims that the tendency 
toward dissimilation arise a only whoa interfering groups 
are of such a character as to make assimilation Inconvenient* 
Be points out that la German hast Duf s geaagt? the jg of 
hast is often lost through dissimilation# giving hat 
1x1*0 scseat? The assimilated fora# though# Of hast Pu*s 
fiosagt ? would be hast gu*e gesa&tt* but this would 
introduce an unfamiliar form into the sentence • Here 
assimilation is not convenient# and dissimilation takes 
place*
Bloomfield lays more emphasis on phonetic laws 
in defining dissimilation: "where the vocal oords are to 
be placed repeatedly into the sane position# it is hard 
to keep in focus the a^nalport of the prospective movement 
couple* at which one has arrived: the tendency 1® to 
mistake the quicker movement of the attention for the 
slower one of actual articulation# - to confuse an
rpearlier for a later stage of the series***”' it is an
w - a a e a w e e a  e w iwwwe e e ie w iwwiew w mermei ot-a aw ** w wi w w w o tm+rn m» mm ea es-.ee es am
6* l* U* Lturtevaat* Linguistic uhan^e (Chicago, 1917^# p* 54»
7 *  ■“t o *  *
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a&slly demonstreble fast that tho attention is usually 
ahead of actual articulation* The nmm tendency io to ha 
observed In writing, iho following fragment appeared In 
a beoeab latter to no: *♦•• and hrath brought uother a 
piece#* Hare it may be seen that tho attention* ahead of 
the pan* and on motfaex*. sex’ved to contaminate thu word 
brouAt.
Kant sums up quite aptly the mat tor or the gap 
between artloulatlon and the attention. Ha ^treeees the 
fact that the speaker's thoughts are inevitably ahead 
or the utterance unless one le opeakirg with undue 
hesitation end slowness# He points out that there la a 
”gep between the thought and the utterance or the words 
which express It*•••For in tho effort of articulating 
organs to keep up with tho mental activities* there is 
the possibility of alteration In the sounds uttered * 
whoa they leap ahead to sotae phoneme or syllable which is 
about to ooae.*Q Dissimilation* then* according to Kent* 
would bo produced by tho replacement of some phoneme 
or phonemes shortly to be uttered under conditions store 
or less corresponding*
crsnc*ont throws a little different shade of 
light on the matter by suggesting that the distinction 
between the phonemes hee been well fixed in the mind* but
8# ft. 0* Kent* *̂ ssix̂ llatlon end dissimilation*”Language* vol. la (1836)* p* 246.
IB
that the attention of the phonetic organa has been 
attracted to the stronger or the two phonemes at the 
expense or the dissimilation or the weaker: "Les phonemes 
a valent ©to prepares tous deux integrelement dans le 
cerveau; male 1* attention des organ© s phone tours a ete 
attiree par le plus fort dee deuxj ils se eont 
appliques a l’emettre en son integrity et a aolgner 
tout particulierement les elements de son articulation 
qui le carao terisent . L*attention ainsi c one entree sur tm 
point est f oreement plus ou mo ins negligee sur un autre# 
et les organss omettent# sans sfen apercevoir# les 
elements specifiques du phoneme le plus faihle# 
precisemenfc pares qu’Il® sont appliques a les soigner 
dans le plus fort,*^
The linguist*s psychological explanation is 
more likely to he borne out by actual oases of 
dissimilation than Is that of the psychologist, hen a 
phonetic law is explained by pure psychology# there are 
likely to be too many unexplained exceptions, vundt 
outlines1Gwlth an attempt at psychological exactness a 
theory which would explain dissimilation as a result of 
a residual or subconscious memory of words in which a 
series of consonants# similar to those dissimil&ted#
9, Graxmnont# op. clt• # p. 209.
10, Wilhelm Wundt,"TSTe Sprache (Leipzig, 1904)# p, 430*
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remain to contaminate the consonants effected by 
die spallation* xher© is perhaps no flaw to be found with 
this explanation as a psychological theory* but the facts 
of linguistic science will not bear It out* for as a 
theory it must apply to all sounds (for all sounds are 
oapable of being contaminated)* when actually It la 
clearly demonstrable that the liquids and nasals are 
affected more frequently than other sounds* In addition* 
such a theory would hardly account for dlsslmilatory 
elision* which must bo reckoned with in any adequate 
explanation of dissimilation*
Llsslmll&tory tendencies may be of several 
sorts* At least four cases are to be dlstlnguishedf**
(1) In the case of dlsslmilatory elision* the 
speaker completely avoids the repetition of a sound or 
group of sounds by suppressing one of th^ occurrences* 
e#g** Mod* B* barn from OE beren from bere~era»
(8) In the case of dlsslmilatory change (cither 
partial or complete)* repetition is avoided by altering 
a sound in one of its two occurrences* e#&>* Mod* E* 
marble from ME marbra (from OF marbre from Let*
(3) sometimes a regular sound change is 
avoided if It would lead to the repetition of a sound*
For example * in Latin s* a* and o> before single consonants
■m bb mm mm mtmtm mm mmtm m w  —«»—<■> mnm*m iwnwiw *•<«»«•<«* «•*»■»«• wwmkimiwm wiwot *+*»■+*
11* sturtevant* op* clt* pp* $$~$6*
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in medial syllables became X* as la reflclo (but faolo)*
An intermediate stage In the change was e* and this was 
retained when X preceded* socletaa (from soolo^tas)
beside violnltaa* in Iraqi a k, which normally would 
have become <£* remains k before aoil,but
a k l l o e n * ^
(4) A sort of haplology seems to take place in 
which a vows 1 end one of the ocmsonanta or consonant 
groups tend to be lost when a vowel stands between
i j tsimilar consonants or consonant groups* sturtevant points 
out Lat* scmodius from semiaodlusi the example of a 
child9 s saying "Posties" wbsn he Intended to say "Post 
Teasties"j Chaucer9 a pronunoi&tion of the adverb from the 
adjective "bumble" in three syllables* "huzablely" * while 
we say "humbly?*
Any discussion of whether or not dissimilation 
is a regular sound change must necessarily lead to a 
consideration of the frequency of Its occurrence and the 
direction it takes when It does occur* Ho re the matter 
becomes more complicated* for whothor or not dissimilation 
takes place end which direction It may take depend very 
often on relationship with other factors and phenomena
12* Cf • also on preventive dissimilation aracamont* op cJLt.* pp* 309 f*13* 9 P#bb*
is
of l&i^u&ge«~8emantlo©, accent, rhythm, folk etymology,
analog, assimilation, metathesis, rhotacism, haplolocy,
dipthon£l©& 11 on* The arguments presented here vd.ll he
li-r̂ ely those of others who have examined the noture of
disoiailatian in various lnn^ua&csi to what extent the
examples from English presented in the main body of this
work are in conformity with the tenets advanced here will
he shown in the conclusions drawn from this study*
Opinion© vary as to whether dissimilation is to
b© considered a regular sound change or not# arû êiantt,
in his article “Das resen dor lautlich©n Llesimilationen,
states that dissimilation aecma irregular in nature end
that it cannot be broujht into conformity with the laws 
#
of sound change. He writes: “Ls 1st cine schoene Sachs 
ua die L&utgeeetse ... /her wo ein psychischer Faktor 
von der Art zugrund© liegi, wie er fuer ©lie 
dies IndJLa tor ischen vorcaon^e notwondi& vorttuscoeetst 
wcrden muss, da 1st man mit dam : ortsulieron von Goucteen 
bald am
Hxumeyson, though, takes exception to this 
statement and claims for dissimilation as definite law© 
as exist for any oilier sound chan*^• IJo uontlano the
14* Abhandl. d. philol. hietor*<~K1 asse d. JSgl. c&eohs.Gas. d. v issonsch* :i::vn fr.15. ttld.. p. 161.1C. ft. ihurnsysen, *Di»oiciil©tion und AnalOule,*1
xeitechi'lft timr vergl@ich.ende Sprachforschunp. vol . 
^ 4  ( 1 9 1 1 ) ,  p F T T l s d l f e : ---------------------------------      ^
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regularity or change in the development (with a 
diaeiailotory tendency) of ohang© in the neighboring 
sounds of diphthong®, o»0## £i from al# ou from au* 
v Ja, loh moechte sagen, von vornheroln koennte man 
gerade bel Dissirailutionen durohgroifond© Auag©staltung4 
also laut&esetallohen Charaktor gana besonder® erwarten, 
da die Praediaposiaion ell© raanche- loh frollich nieht- 
fuer da® urchdringen lautgvaats&loher : imdeXimgen fuer 
notwendig h&lten, fuer disalmilatorleche Vorgaenge 
offenbar bel alien aprechendon Xndividuen zu alien 
deiten vorauagesetst warden darf • uch schcint mlr uer 
an®toss ®u Lds slmilutionen- die schwlorlgkeit, die man 
bol dor iiusspraohe gewiesor Lautreihen su ueberwlnden hat 
Oder voruusfuohlt- nlcht we aontlich von dom au and©ron 
lautlichen Voraenderungen veraohleden zu seln, bol denen 
die groessere Dequetal 1 chkeit uhbestrltton oft eino groeso 
Holla splelt."^ Thumeysen then px ocoods to advance 
his mean© of accounting for whet are apparent 
irregular 1 ties* (0£ pfLS infra on analogy).
dlpf describe®-^ alaaimllaCion a® an effort to 
maintain the equilibrium between the magnitude of 
complexity of phonemes ana tho frequency of thulr 
occurrence. According to him, . •loainilatlon, like all
17. IbldT. ppl lloIlllT18. 0. K. gipf, fhe pQycho-Dlaloty of Language (nooton, 1835), p.88.
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other phonetie changes* is almost invariably so 
Ino&lQUlable as to appear capricious* yet the change 
itself, ones bo^un* la of a hl^h decree of orderliness# 
Kent believes in the regularity of phonetic 
change. But* according to him* there uro '‘certain 
semi-regular modifying Influences upon the operation of 
sound change# or among the numerous influences which 
produce •exceptions1 to regularity of phonetic chant,©©/ 
some operate with such uniformity themselves th - they 
may be considered only sub-formulas to the phonetic 
formula in question#dissimilation and asairiilution* 
thouja* are 1 except lone1 which seem come times to be 
regular an.: conotimes to be sporadic# In the domain of 
each of these phenomena some formulas* or sub-formulas* 
con be set up which operate with regularity* while other 
examples are but sporadic manifcofcatione, M ̂
ckhardt holds that cinco dissimilation rests 
on a mispronunciation* an error in speech* the matter of 
formulating & sound-law for it le out ox" the question# 
*Da die dissimilation eigentllch auf elnom spraohllchen 
Versehen* auf einem fprachfehler beruht* liegb os auf 
Cor Hand* dass hler von einem Lautgoseta gar koine Rede 
sein kann. Auch wo all© Vorausaetsunken fuor cine
TSm R# 0# Kent, op# oit#* p# 245#
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l4.88lmil^tlQ& vorhan&en slnd# brauoht oi© kol»©sw©k© 
cinsutretenf ©8 besteht dann nur die Moegllehkoli ©Ines 
solchon Eintr©tens#M as evidence to substantiate hi© 
claim h© point© out that Let* xaarsrnr ho© bocomo Mod# E# 
marble (through OF# IIE raarbre} but that dissimilation 1© 
looking in the native word raurdor.
The fore© which invades nearly all phonotic 
low© tnd often makes them difficult of explanation is 
also tb be considered in a discus ©ion of the regularity 
or lack of re&ularity ip dissimilation# That for#© is 
analogy# Hot only does analogy often determine whother 
or not dissimilation takes plaoo et all# but it also 
determine© in many oases of actual dissimilation which 
direction tho phenomenon will take* Thurneysen lend© 
enough importance to tendencies toward analogy a© to 
use it to explain nearly all apparent excop tion© to 
regular diocimilatory change# In the case of irregularities* 
says Thuraeysen# i t is to bo supposed that analogy has 
been at work and has caused a ©eemln^ lack of uniformity#
"no schelnt e© mir die Tatsaoh©# die uas die Iluufigkolt 
de© laut^esetzllohen dinclel® erklaort# maemllch die 
Paehl&kelt der Menschen# im Un^leichen das ohnllch©
©u erkexmea oder heraussufuehlen und darnach ihi'o 
prache ©u rlohten# ©uglelch die oltenhoit aolcher
20# : okhardt, "die Itonsonantisoh© i isnlmila tion imn0llschon#w Aa&JLla* vol* 62# pp# Gl~99*
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Gesetam&esslgkolt bel anderea tpr uoohuondorun^en 
verstaendlloh su m&chon, lndem Jeno Faehigkelt, mixaeailloh 
wo ole nl cht mlt instrongung und Ueberl©0ung an^ew&ndt 
wird, oben doch lhre a lumen ©ngea Gronxen hat*1 1 He 
continues by saying that analogy presses through all 
sound changes— those whloh take plaoo without 
consideration of meanln̂ , as well as thoso which take 
place as a result of moaning* In explaining the presence 
of analogy and anomaly in a language he says that “ebon 
awel analoglsche Neugeatal tun^en nebenelnander vergehen* 
die else pro portions sonorma* die under©, die slnllla 
slmlllbus aussudrueoken strobe* pro portions 
sl^nlfloatlonum* und das sloh uober da, wo die beidon 
Kraefte nlcht aufaelllg In der glolchen lohtung wlrken, 
nosaulee ergeben rrueoae, nach dem f tondpunkt des 
Do trachtens, au£ der lautllchon odor auf dor semantisohen 
Selte*"22
:.e naxao the direction Of dieoimlluflan by 
beginning with the sound that puraalns unchanged* 
dissimilation Is et.Id to bu progressive vtlion, for 
example, out of the sequence £,-£,# £-1 results (Let* 
manaor to Iiod, E*marblo),rci_.rooslvo In the clian̂ e of 
r-r to 1-r* fine© dissimilation lo a pxo ucfc of
21* a* humeysen, op* olt*, p* 112* 22. Ibid* pp. 112—1X5#
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psychological adjustments, and sine© the attention Is 
clearly ahead of actual utterance, the normal cause of
3 I 'dissimilation would he regressive (o*̂ ., Or* ios
froaaaAyaAeos ,}
-here are forces, though, which may alter the 
direction of dissimilation, g o that It is pro^rosolve 
ratio i than ro*pr©ssiv©* * several attempts havo boon made 
to use these forces to explain the apparent Irregularities 
presented by actual oases &f dlsGlmllation— attempts to 
demonstrate that dlaeinllu tion not only occurs with 
regularity but also that its direction to rocularly 
regressive (exceptions bein^ accounted for by extraneous 
factors)* The factors which may alter the rioztaal course 
of wisslmilation are both mechanical and psychological.
.i mechanical factor of ureat impox*tano© Is the 
accent or rhythm in a word* pparent inconsistencies in 
dissirallatory tendencies ore often directly traceable*
The sound that is un^er ^reater accentual or rhythmical 
stress usually remains Intact, and the accentually 
handicapped sound is discfoliated.
One sound may become mechanically stronger than 
another, quit© apart from the matter of accent or gtrees, 
because of its position in a syllable* n example 
cut^eetod by Kent‘S  will serve as an illustration. In a
23* 0£• oit., p. 240*
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cluster of thro© consonants, th© first and third 
hnworganio stopfi and th© middle sound a sibilant, it is 
regularly the prior of the homor^anlo stops wMch is lost* 
Thus Or* aujdakskg boo ones ̂ î Xricuj (ksk becomes ekfri 
Let* <*dj«»dk«»flko becomes dleoS*
A third mechanical force is th© position of a 
sound in a word, regardless of its position in a syllable* 
It is demonstrable that In many oases the end of a word 
is phonetioally weaker than any other part* Kent^ points 
out that ulsslmilation is progressive rather than 
regressive when the Latin suffix -SIla stands at the end 
of a word In which there Is JL* Tho root of the word 
is more Important to the meaning than the suffix, and a 
new suffix Is created, ©*w*, Lat. famlllgrls from 
efamlljgile (but annfflls in which there la only one ,1) *
The normal course of Tie simile flon may bo 
reversed for payoholo0lcal reasons* : v n II' mechanical 
forces are favorable to the normal course of dissimilation, 
the uirectlon may be progressive, in case a regressive 
course would have created for tho opor-ker an clement that 
would have been unpronounceable or unknewn*
A oeoand psychologic* 1 factor io of ^roat 
importance in tho study of alaoimllation~~semantic v luo.
If the normal course of uisGlnllutlan would brln^ about a
224 * Ibid. , p * 250#
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change which would obscure the meaning of a word or 
render more difficult Its Identification as bclon^in^ to 
others of its etymological or semantic kin# Its direction 
is reversed* The ready understanding of the meaning of 
& word refuses to be disturbed by phonetic change* This 
fact accounts not only for exceptions to the normal 
course of dissimilation# but also for the absence of 
dissimilation under some circumstances when we ml^ht 
expect It* i;okhardt2B points out thehethere Is no 
dissimilation In such a word as rat-trap because both 
elements of the compound appear frequently as Independent 
words whose semantic value is very familiar to the speaker. 
Baturally# then# an ignorant person wo Id be more likely 
to i/rln& about a case of ulssimllatlon than a person 
who has some acquaintance with etymological and semantic 
value*
v.hat has been sain lie re In regard to the normal 
course of dissimilation an- the strength of a phoneme 
because of accent* the morphological character of the 
entire word formation, end semantic or etymological value 
Is very well summed up by Kent* whose conclusions it nmy 
we well to quote In fulls "An examination of many example© 
of assimilation and dissimilation shows that the natural 
direction of the Influence is regressive; 1 havo attributed
25* Op* Clt.* p* 81.
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this to tho fact that the thought of tho speaker is ahead 
or the utterance , which trie a to overtake the thought , 
hut only at the expense of confusion in the order or 
nature of the sounds uttered* To a considerable extent 
the same la true of vowels as well, though not to quite
the same extent* But it seems to me clear that when the
direction of assimilation or dissimilation la progressive, 
there should ho made a special study of the examples or 
set of examples, to determine the speolal reason for tho
extension of the Influence in the direction contrary to
that tfilch is normal to human speaking. In moat instances 
this Is found to he In tho semantic value which attaches 
to ths sounds, in that the change of the prior of tho two 
sounds will obscure the connection of thu word with 
others of the aamo etymological or semantic &roup*
This is, as I have said, not an automatic physiological 
factor, by which one muscular movement in the articulation 
is omitted or altered, but a distinctively psychological 
factor*"®®
A number of linguistic phenomena are In come way 
related to dissimilation, anti a atudy of dissimilation 
would he incomplote unless those relationships are to some 
extent pointed out* d&slmllatlan must be considered with 
dlssimilution, since tho same linguistic and psychological
26, K* 0* Kent, cp* ojyti ̂ p* 2&8«
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factors govern both* Dissimilation represents an attempt
to overcome difficulties which arise out of th© piling
up of identical or similar consonants; thus it Is a
response to a kind of need for mental comfort. In this
respect dissimilation is closely akin to the phenomenon
which is otherwise its antithesis* To a large extent the
a&m conditions must be present for either to operate,
since they are both concerned with consonants In close
proximity (the sounds concerned in assimilation may be
adjacent, e*g*, ME on kenbow to Mod* E* akimbo; or the
sounds may be separated, e*g*, Mod* E* mushroom from
Fr*muaaeron) * fhouja tho sound changes ^Ive opposite
effects, they both alter, as a rule, the same sound; and
In most cases the change is regressive* The psychological
reason for either change Is obviously a pre-perception
of the second sound at the time, or shortly before, the
first sound is uttered, resulting in a blurring of the
perception of the first sound so that th© speaker or the
hearer perceives the same sound or o different sound,
27depending upon the character of the blurring*
Rhotacism Is also connected with dissimilation, 
and ŝ becomes £ in tho genitive of Lat. generis, honoris,
27. Cf. A. J. Carnoy, "The Real ISature of dissimilation,w TAPA, XLIX (1918), pp. 102-103 and p. 113. Cf. also k. G. Kent, op. olt.
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in our a, nurue. ot ul; but ronains In talaer and caooariea
onbooauso of tho rotardkag Influence or tho following £* 
fhls Is another example of tho preventive influence of 
ul so tails 11 on* (Cf* p. 13 supra)*
Folk etymology also become© involved with 
dlselmll tion* ihroujb folk etymological chsn^o the speaker 
attempts to make a word which sounds unfamiliar to him 
Taailiar mu easy to pronounce* : ckhordt*^ ^lves tho 
example mulberry* probably from MHO mulber from OHO 
aurberi, morborl to Lat* mgrua ’mulberry, ’mgrue 
’mulberry tree, • in which folk o tymolo0y «nu dissimilation 
hi, d worked together even in the OHO form*
Metathesis Is also to bo considered as rolatod 
to dissimilation in hat it, too, arises usually from 
the discomfort in speakln0 caused by a particular 
succession of sounds* 'ihc essential difference between 
dissimilation and metathesis lies in tho fact that in 
tho case of metathesis no new sounds are substituted* 
a change in position of tho sounds serves tho need for 
comfort* In the case of Mod* E* palaver from Portugese 
palavra beside Ital* p rola* Pr* purolo from Lat* 
p rabola from Or* i , jr and 1̂ have simply changed
their positions*
Ora©staann’s Law as it applies to Crook saaci fanskrit
20* Cf• I. * C * Kent, Oj>* clt* | p* SSO*
29 • Oĵ * cit*, pp• •
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is one type or genuine aisslmil© tion. On© of two phonemes 
standing in cloae proximity to each o t her changes Its 
form by e truncation of its aspiration.
Dlphthon&laation, too. Is really a type of 
dissimilation* ttontlon has already been called to the 
chatt£$.&£ the neighboring sounds of the diphthongs 
el to al ana ou to &u. (Cf* p* 14 supra)*
Baplolo^y must be aon©id©rod In connection with 
dissimilation, since It is one phase of tilsslmllatory 
elision* B h a t *  olnnamomuia to ing. cinnamon shows 
haplolo^y unc dissimilation* Here, naturally, tho 
psychological problem is mainly that of the speaker; the 
rapiuity of articulation Is so ^roat that whatever change 
is made is unconscious ana not tho resit of an actively 
conscious attempt at uiff erentiation*
iho consonants most often affected by oIsslmll&tlon 
are the liquids and nasals, though others suffer occasional 
ulsslmllatoxy change or loss* As umoy^ points out, 
sharpness of contrast between sounds uoes nol lend itself 
readily to change* If tho contrast is sharp, tile perception 
of the ima0e is likely to o© sure, sir remembrance is easy* 
Thu© it is that dissimilation la very infrequently found 
eraoo£ occlusives, whoso nature la eoro ©hr rply UefInod 
thpn that of nasals and liquids* Usually dissimilation
30* ° P * P« 104*
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is only partial| that lof the phoneme loses only one or 
several of its articulatory elements, not all* nd usn&llfF 
the dlseimllated sound is replaced with tho moot kindred 
sound the lan^ua&e possesses, o*0*# r with 1, 1, with r> m 
with n, n with m. : inoe oi ©airail.tion is an orx'or In 
pronunolation* it naturally occurs most often In sounds 
■tost difficult to pronounce* ihe most difficult of the 
consonants is r;; of the nasals and liquids it Is most 
concerned in dlsslralla tion. (Note that children have the 
greatest difficulty with jPand learn : Its pronuncla11on 
last)•
,v0aln* since dissimilation is a matter of an 
error In pronunciation, it is natural that we find 
dlssimllatory change and loss most often in the case of 
loan words* (Cf* .Appendix on the n^lo-Norman influence)* 
L/isslmlli* tion appears, though, not only in loan words, 
hut also in native words* Most cases of dissimilation 
come out of a per iod in which the orthography of the 
word had not boon well established one In %vhlch tho word 
was used almost exclusively in actual speech*
There Is, when dissimilation does operate, 
always an implied period of transition In which dll Ye rent 
forms o 1 the word affected oxlot* Tho different forme In 
this period will continue to exist until one, tho changed 
or unchained form, takes precedence over the other* Iho
2 B
reasons for the triumph of a particular form are as 
illusory as the factors underlying the phenomenon of 
dissimilation often seem to be.
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Section 3--Scope or Fork
The purpose of this work is not to make an
exhaustive study of dissimilation, but to make a restricted
investigation of consonantal dissimiletory tendencies in 
*
Hn^lish. The chapter which follows is divided into two 
parts, each containing a particular type of study.
In the first part, attention is ^Iven to a 
consideration of dissimiletory influences in mulish place- 
and personal-name s. Thou<_,h the collection of names presented 
here is considerable and certainly representative, it Is by 
no means complete. Here a word of warning may be wise.
All place-name scholars are agreed on the inadvisability 
of placin^ too much confidence In the early spellings of 
n&lish place-names, especially those written by clerks 
durin<_ the period of Norman domination. The reasons for 
this lack of confidence are fairly obvious. First of all, 
the etymologies of the place-names cannot always be 
ascertained with a hi^h decree of certainty, and In view 
of this fact, such doubtful etymologies are Indicated 
here inaaoh case. In the second place, th© spellings of 
tile place-names may be In some cases the results of scribal 
errors or of a too close adherence to a traditional spelling. 
Another objection which mljifc be raised to pl&eln^ too much 
reliance on spellings of place-names is the fact that the
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writer frequently depended on aural evidence# a dependence 
further complicated by the writer1 s us© of ronch spellings 
for 'n^llsh sounds* Whatever mistakes resulted In 
dissimilation may# however# be attributed to the greater 
disoiallatory tendencies In the ; ronch language* (See 
Appendix V on the nglo-Norman influence♦*
Tho second part contains a number of dioeimilatory 
tendencies which do not fall readily Into the other port 
and which are peculiar only to Old and Middle i nJLish# 
particularly to Mldi*le English* This typo Is represented# 
fcr example# by the cluing© of the MB freas he bott to frees 
te bett# in which one of two spirants becomes a dental 
stop* The reason for such change was hinted at by p* A* 
Blackburn in 1002#^ but no real conception of tho scope 
of such a change io presented by him* Such examples as 
I have wlven make no claim to boln^ an exhaustive 
collection; they are# though# in such sufficient number 
as to be papresentatlve* The cases which I have presented 
are the result of an Intensive study of the Qrmulum* the 
Bestiary* some ninety-odd lyrics of the thirteenth century# 
and several Old English pieces*
In the bouy of this woxk I havo made no attempt 
to treat vowel dissimilation in njtish or consonantal 
dissimilation in Modern n0lleh* n appendix is wlven for
1* "The Change of to to t In the Orrmilum*1 American 
Journal of Philology* vol* 3, PP* 48-50*
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each of these phases of dissimilation In order to make 
clear their nature*
hile this study was in progress, Eduard 
Eokhardt published an article which dealt with consonantal 
dissimila tion In nglish*® Ihis article concerns Itself 
largely with words other than place-or personal'-names* 
dissimilation having occurred in most examples before 
they were borrowed into nullah* However* an appendix 
which includes a word list of his article and in addition 
several words which he did not note is wiven at tho end 
of this work*
Conclusions drawn from this study arc based on 
purely English changes* so that any observations made as 
a result of this study may bo examined to discover to 
what extent they are in conformity with or contrast to 
the observations given in Chapter I on the general 
nature of dissimilation* regardless of the language In 
which it occurs*
2* Eduard Eokhardt* "Die konsonantlsche Dissimilation is rngllschen*" Anglia* vol. 62 (1030), pp. 01-90*
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Chapter II Words showing fissimilatory Loss or Chan&e
Port XPlace- and Personal-H^mos 
The sections in this pert include words showing 
dissimll&tory loss or change* and tho words are classified 
according to the consonants afrooted anu the manner of the 
chm&s# Wo attempt to draw conclusions is made here*
Section I— Loss of jr 
For the place-names in this section and for their 
etymologies Ekwall^ was the chief source of Information! 
some few supplementary and supporting facts were drawn
o «froas f achrlsson* The other words were taken from Ooo&all*
Ihe loss of r is the most common type of dissimilation and
consequently comprises the largest section of this work*
Only words which lose one of two £*s originally present
are included in this &roup*
1* ALFORD* Li. (EK)
Variant spellingss Alforde (DB)# Auford 1175 (P) and 1202 (ass)#
1. Kllert Ekwall* The concise Oxford dictionary of lxiLllahPlaoo-Mwnes <OxTwd7"T03BT.----------------  “---2* ft# £# ^aohrlsson* *The French Influence#” Introduction to the survey of :■ polish Plaoo-nagae* ed* A* klawer and 
V7 *• sfcentom T7aSsbrid^e#~lB3S)y Part I,3# A# Ooodall- “Distant Dissimilation*” Hodem LanuaEe aevlew* vol. 12 (1917)* pp* 18-29*
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The root or this name is I'ound in OK air*for<3«
Tho difficulty in pronouncing tho unusual consonant group 
Irf is relieved by tho loss of £* docent plays an 
insignificant part in the development of this word* for £ 
is lost in a tonic-'syllable. iiceimilatory elision is# 
for the most part# a result of tho difficulty experienced 
by tho vocal organa in mukin^ these three successive
4consonants anti of the consciousness of the following r.
3hc change was complete at come time earlier than tho last
quarter of the eleventh century* as the IS recording
bears witness*
2. dRDIU* Chs* (EK)
Variant spellings: r̂clerne 1260 (Jourt) and .rdren1288 (Court)* ^rdene 1150 if).
The OE form Is perhaps eardeam* showln^ the 
presence of the two r9s« Each of the continuants is a 
combined consonant* but tho & o, tho first syllable is 
mox*e protective co tho 11 ret r than the n of the last 
syllable is to tho oeeond. r# Loss of £ occurs in tho 
post-tonic syllable* _ivin0 pxQ0resalve dissimilation*
In socae of the variant spellings thexo h a boon mote thesis 
of tho £ and cu ;:ddonco chows whet tho change was lute* 
thus making the 1130 form difficult of explanation* 
Possibly tho two forms oxioted aide by side* or tho 1130
4* See .‘i# J# Oamoy# M The foul 17 a turo of ,1 o s ini 1 a tion*11 TAPd, vol* XLIX (1918)* p. 105.
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form may oontaln a scribal error*
3* BAR50H* We* (EE)
Variant spellings: Berebrun© (DB)* Berebrunna 1X95 (P)#
The only two © i rly recordings or this name show
th© presence or the two £ fs* It is quite likely that the
seoond © or the two recordings above had weakened and
disappeared before dissimilation took place. Thus a
single laploslv© £ would dlssiallate a combined explosive
r* It is unusual that dissimilation is progressive here,
especially since the dlssimile tod consonant occurs In an
element so well .established as -brurma. The first element*
thou^ht may have been more important to tho meaning of the
name* a look or recordings makes it impossible to date
the change accurately# but dlsslmlli. tory elision must
have taken place in the thirteenth century or later*
4* DAKXWEEL* 3f. (EK)
Variant spellingsj Beoxdwella and Derdeuuella (DB)* Berdewelle 1190 (?)•
It is possible that the i lrst element coupes from
OE brerd or breord* Tho unwonted repetition of r In ouch
close succession woulu cause the first r to bo omitued.
regressive dissimilation arises out ol tho fact that when
there are two consonant Oroups* each containing £• in
a monosyllabic word* there io a tendency fox the explosive,
rather than the implosive* r to ho dlsslmilated* Tho
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consonantal loss occurred early* as seen by the first
variant spell in^ noted above#
5# BEAriD, Db# (EK)
Variant spellings! Horde 1252 (Cl)* Herd 1310 (Ipsa)#
l or a ulscusslon of tho dledmll: tory lose of £
in this name* see brerd or breord under BMHJtfELL supra#
6# BITTEKIHG* Bf. (EK)
Variant spellings: Britrlnga (DB)* Blt(t)rln^e 1805 (F?)* Blterin^ 1252 (Oh).
This name originates in OE Brlhthorln&aa* a form
In which the not unusual loss of aspirates nl0ht occur#
tince each of the explosive £*s lo in a consonant ^roup
and since It is an easier change Vor tho ton&uo from the
dontal Jfc to the continuant r than from tho labial b*
dissimilation Is here regressive# Contributing to this
tendency Is tbe fact that the first syllable apparently
aia o_-t bear a very heavy accent# : Inc© there io evidence
of alsslmilatory loss In the 1252 and 1205 forme and none
In the BD form* it Is fairly safe to say that tho sound
change was in progress at some time in tho twelfth century#
7. DOKDLEY* YW. (EK)
Variant spellings: Borelaie (DB)* Cord©Ida o 1140 (FC)* Bordelay 1162 (YCh).
OE Drorua* In which ohe first clumuat of .ho nun©
has its root* Is very common# Her© two consonant groups
occur In a single syllable# fho explosive r I d m u c h  more
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likely to bo dissimllated than tho implosive £ at the end 
OT the syllable* (Cf. BAH WELL supra). Tho absence or 
d in the first recorded BB fora Is probably a result of 
false etymology, bissimiletory loss of r probably took 
place In late Old Mulish.
8. BR0D3W0RTH. Yw. (EK)
Variant spellings? Brodesworde (DB). Broddeswrde (YCh 185). Brodd©©worth 1228 (FT).
The most probable etymological root of tho first 
element la Brord. a form which is very interesting in that 
dissimilation in this cas© is different from that in Drorda 
above. (Cf. BORDLEY). Here it Is the implosive r, rather 
than the explosive, which is lost. The apparent phenomenon 
is possibly explained by the presence of a third £ in 
—worth which wo.ila be likely to Influence tho second r.
hen the implosive jr. the second one. is omitted, the two 
£*s are left as remote as possible. In Drorda (supra) 
there was no third rj so tho general tendency to omit the 
explosive r was followed. The loss of £ through 
dissimilation was obviously early.
9. C/.MBLRAELL. Sr . (KK)
variant spellings: Cambrewelle (DB). Comorwella 1175(F). Cunei*owell 1199 (Cur) and 1212 ( cos). f,ambx‘©well 1208 (Cur).
Tho etymology of this name la doubtful, but it is 
poc elbl© that the first element find© an origin In
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cranburna. Che partial assimilation or n to a before the 
labial b needs no discussion boro. It city logically be 
assumed that no very heavy accent foil on tho first 
syllable, so that omission of r In tho pro tonic syllable 
would bo easy. (Of. v/ASBBUKI? for tho lmpx*obablllty of 
a radical consonantal ohn^.©*© affeottag tho -burna 
element). The regressive tils simile, tory loo© probably 
took place at sone very early date, since th: earliest 
DB recording bears eviaenoe that tho ohano© wus already 
complete In the last quarter or tho eleventh contuxy.
10. CAMBSIiXJE, Ca. (EK and Z)
variant spellings: Orantacaeetir o 730 (Bode), rantaoeotor o 090 (OE Bede), crontabrloc o 745 (Follx), rantebrycg 075 (aSC), Trentebrig© (DB), Ointebruge 
c 1125 (Caxabr Bor Ch), Gambrugge (Chaucer).
Tor the change from G to C us result of IToxman 
Influence*, see baohrlsson, Introduction to tho tudy of 
mgllah Plaoo-names. page 114. Tho partial assimilation 
Of n to m be Toro tho d o n  tel Jt lo not unueual. Tho two 
rfs (as In the 745 form) appear In on explosive pool tion, 
the first jr procoded by a velar ctop, ;.md ^ho second by 
a labial s top. ho .wbt io ahead OT tho tongue, and the 
first £ seems superfluous. The change from a vel&r to £ 
lo rjorc difficult than the change from a Ihlal to £| so 
regressive dissimilation occurs, tho first r b Ing endtted.
11. CAKDEU, Ohs. (EK)
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Variant spellings: Kuwrdln o 1235 (Ctacrod), juwurdyn 1302 and 1304 (Chech).
Lkwall ©aye that tho second element lc derived 
from OE worbl&n ana th© t tho first nay bo from OE carr»
In Ĉ arrworblgn the dlf f ioulty or pronounclnw the two £* b 
in ouch rapid succession oausee the r (rr) to be lost, 
thus ^ivin^ th© 1235 farm as a result of regressive 
disalmil&tlon. It nay be assumed that tho Initial syllable 
old not have a very heavy accent* vldently the change 
was completed some time before ho thirteenth century*
12. CAYTHORPE, YE (EK)
Variant spellings: Caretorp (i>B), 0ar thorp 1100-18
(YCh 1001), Cara thorp o 1130 (YCh 1063).
etymology of this name Is ’ICSrl*a thorp*1 
Her© acombined Ixaploslv© r dlGslmilatcs a ©Ingl© explosive 
r, resulting in repressIvo dissimilation* Hue normal 
tendency of dissimilation 1© aided by the etymological 
compactness of the -thorp elomont* (It lo In̂ ei'estin̂ , 
to note that In CAAf3Y, which has the seme first element, 
the £ Is preserved, for there lo not a second £ to 
alssimilat© itj. fhe lose of the first £ In CAYXnORPE 
occurred certainly after the niut.le of the twelfth century*
13. CIL.DAGRE, ;;f* (EK)
Variant spellings* Cboartoker 1046 ( ills), ChArdeker1275 (Till), Churdacr© 1303 (PA),
the first elomont Is OE coart; tho second Is a 
com on on© In place-names* Che goo one! element being more
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established one and more necessary to the meanin0 or the
name, it is natural that the dissinitiatory loss should
occur in the first element* Too, £ before £ is easily
lost in pronunciation* However, that the second £ was
influential in causln^ the first to be dlssimilated is
evident from the fact that the r is still present in
CARTMEL and CHART, which have OE ceart as a root, but
which have no r in the following syllable* dissimilation
in this name took place at a late date, sometime in or
after the fourteenth century*
14* CHARD, SO. (EK)
Variant spellings: Cerdren 1065 (Wells), Cerdre (DB), Cerda 1166 (RBE), (sut)cherde 1261 (Wells).
The first element is derived from OE ceart and 
the second from OE renn. The change of rt to rd is common* 
In the consonant group rdr there is an implosive £ and 
an explosive £ separated by a voiced dental stop. In 
such a group It Is usually the explosive £ which Is lost, 
unlews some outside force interferes. (Of* BKODSViORTH 
supra). Thus the second £ has been lost, giving 
progressive dissimilation. At some time In the earlier 
part of the twelfth century this change must have taken 
place.
15. CHLLS7/0RTH, Sf. (EK and Z)
Variant spellings: Ceorleswyrp© 962 (BCS 1082),-weorp (11 EUR 43), Caeorlesweor!> o 995 (BCS 1288), Cerleswrba (DB)*
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The OE Tom Is Ceorlos worb. or the two Implosive 
r*&9 each in a consonant Oroup* the ono preceding th© 
continuant 1, Is lost* similarity or the vowels which 
precede each consonant ^roup may have been a contributing 
factor to th© loss of the first £ by making a more exact 
repetition seem redundant* The loss must not have occurred 
until after the close of the thirteenth century. Ekwall 
coos not mention dissimilation in hi a treatment of this 
name* but dachrisson ascribed the change to dissimllatory 
elision5.
16* DESB0R0U0H, Up, (EK)
Variant spellings: Desburg and fereburg (DO)#Leresburc 1167 (P) end 1200 (Our}# ijereeburg 1200 (DM)*
The OE form is ijeores burg* in which r la an 
intervocalic position between two tonic syllables would be 
likely to be dis a Initiated beouuce of tho spocZcer*© 
coneciousnoss of th© £ which follows In tho ©econo clement*
It is unlikely that so c o m m o n  an element aa - b urg i n  
place-names would suffer any co n s o n a n t a l  change* © ©con 
by the 1 8 0 8  reading* diesimiletory e l i s i o n  took plao© at 
coxae time in or after the thirteenth century*
17* DE3F0RD, Le. (EK)
Variant spellings: : erosioru and Dirooford (DD)#res ford 1209-35 (Ep) and 1207 (Ch), iosoford 1236-8 (Ep)
0* H. E* dachrleson* op* olt*. p* 108*
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The first element of the name is the same as 
that of DESBOROUGrH supra: of* DESBORGUGH for reasons for 
the loss of £ and. th© resulting regressive dissimilation* 
(Cf. SEIGHFORD infra for the retention of r in the -ford 
element)•
18. DEXTHORPE* Li* (EK)
Variant spellings: Dr(e)listorp (DB)* Drextorp o1180 (Bury) and 1212 (Fees)* Drexthrop 1206 (Ass) and 1242 (Fee s)•
The spellings with t- for th may be attributed to 
Norman influence* Each r, one explosive and the other 
implosive* occurs in a consonant group* The ^eneral 
tendency would be to omit the explosive j? because of an 
implosive £ in the same or following syllable. The general 
familiarity with -thorn as an element of place-manes wfct&d 
ren-er the second 2* difficult of change* From the 1242 
re c ox ding it is evident that the omission of .r was 
s ome wha t 1 a te •
19* FABTHORPE, Li* (EK)
Variant spellings: Fen thorp 1202 (a s s )* Fa&HttOittorp 1212 (Fees)*
Feoluxnaeres thorp is ihe OE root of the e t y m o l o g y  
fob this name. Throu^Ja c o n t r a c t i o n  and. c o r r u p t i o n  a 
shox*t form d e v e l o p e d  for the first element. The first r* 
oc c u r r i n g  in an intertonic position* would easily be lost. 
It is interesting to not© that this r is p r e s e r v e d  in
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another name, FELMERSHAM, which has tho same root for 
the first element, hut in which there is no r in the last 
syllable to influence the r which is preserved. On th© 
etymological compactness of -thorp as an element of place- 
names, cf* DEXTHORPE# The lack of readings earlier than 
1212 makes it impossible to set an approximate date for 
the elision#
20# POGGATHORPE, YE (EK)
Variant spellings; Pulcartorp (DB), Folcwarethorp1157 (YCh 354), Folkerthorp 1240 (FF).
The etymology here is *Folkvart>ls thorp#f A 
single implosive r in an intertonic position is 
dissimile ted by a combined implosive r. On the 
etymological compactness of the -thorp element, see 
DEXTHORPE supra. (Note that in the- personal-name 
FOCKERBY, which has the same first element, the £ is 
retained, because there is no second j? to blur tho image 
of the first), a lack of recordings makes it impossible 
for us to date the loss more definitely than at some time 
after the mi dole of the thirteenth century#
21. FREEBRIDGE, Nf. (Z)
This name appears as Fredrobruge in a DB reading. 
Under a discussion of the French element in the nullah 
language, Zachrisson mentions "addition or loss of £ 
finally, especially after stops and dentals.,f ® It wCuld
6# Ibid., p. 103#
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appear# however# that tho omission or £, though It Is In 
qn unstressed position# Is a disslrallo tory loos duo to 
th Influence of tho other two r1 s in tho name*
22. GOVEHTOH# Ht. (EK)
Variant spellings: sorertuna 950 (ych2)# Covertan 
1303 (Fa)•
It Is possible that tho first element I® OE 
ĵ or-forde The chances for dissimilation in this word are 
Increased by the back vowel c» which precedes each of the 
continuants 1 the unusual repetition of an Identical sound 
would tend to make one seem redundant* To <iestroy tho or 
of tbs first syllable would destroy the syllable; so only 
the £ is lost# a ® a result# the £ Ic left In an 
intervocalic position and would easily bo voiced to v.
Of. SEIGKFORD for a no to on the •ford element* 
isslmllatory elision evidently took place In Old n^lleh#
23. KAHPLOT# Nf. (EK)
Variant spellingss Hfififtelai (IB) and 1121 (AC). Ilarpelal (IB), Ilarpele 1206 (FF) a n d  1254 (Val).
hearpere is the probable first clement*
• he Intervocalic £ in a post-tonic position wo$ld tend
to be lost after the implosive £ In the first syllable*
:dnoe the earliest IB readin^ chows .he absence of the
secone £# progressive las l m l l a t l o n  m u s t  h a v o  t k o n  place
in Old mulish.
24. IIARPŜ EIX# Ll. (EK)
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V a r i a n t  spellln&s: Herpeswelle (DB), H & r p o s w o l l a  o 1115 (X*i$), Harpeawell 1212 (Fees)*
The first element is OB hsarporo* (Cf • IIAHPLEY)«
25* BARTEST, Sf* (EK)
Variant spellings* Her test o 1050 (KCX>) 907 and (IB), Herterst (PB), Kerthyrst o 1095 (Bury), Hertheret 1200 (Cur)*
It may be assumed that the heaviest accent fell
on the first syllable, and that influence, combined with
that or the jr in the first syllable* would logically aid
the second syllable in falling into the -eat pattern.
The 1200 reading indicates that progressive dissimilation
occurred at a fairly late date*
25* HOKHBLOTTON, So* (EK)
Variant spellings i Horblawe tone (IB), Homblauton 1255 (Fees), Horablaneton 1276 (Hu), ilombloutome 1527 (Subs)*
rkw&ll*s etymological development of this name 
su^ests Urn t the OE form is hornblawera tun* An 
intervocalic r in a poet-tonic position would easily be 
lost through the influence of the first jr in the element 
-horn* whose meaning would tend to pro serve the original 
form* ihe continuant r; is difficult to pronounce after 
the w; and evidence that the loss occurred while the w 
still remained in the word la wivon by the 0© reading*
It is certain that progressive dissimilation occurred in 
late Olu ; n^lish*
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27. ISLEWORTH# Mx. (EE)
Variant spelling: Gislhereouuyrth 695 (DCS 07)# Olstelsworde (IB)# Ysteleswurde 1180 (P)#Xstelworth 1221*50 fFees)*
ihis name has Its root In Olalhsres worb. In 
soma of the early readings It Is aeon that an Intrusive t 
developed between £ and 1* An £ between two vowels in an 
Intertonlo position would easily be lost through the 
Influence or the r in the -worth element* 'lnce the r Is<mm mm
present in the 695 reading ana not In evidence In the IB 
form, we may safely assume that dlsaimllatory elision 
took plaoe in late Old English*
28. KKKNYTHORJPE# YE (EK)
Variant spellings s Chare torp (EB)# Kenerthorp 1286 (FA)# 1279 (Subs)# 1516 (HV).
ihis namefe probable etymology# ,Cdnr$d,e thorp#1 
would help to explain the Interchange of £ and £ in tho two 
recordings ^ivon above* In any event# an implosive £ in 
an inter tonic position Is dls simile ted by e combined 
implosive £  In the strong * thorp clement (sc© DEXTHORPE 
supra). Althouji the first £  may hove bon lost throujh 
lack of stress# it is highly probable that its loos was 
expedited by the pie sane© of a second r in bh© word. The 
change was late# certainly after the first *uarter of the 
fourteenth century*
29* KESQRAVS# Sf* (EK)
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Variant spellings: Orossod**aua (IB), Korslgrawe 1231 (Cl), Korsse^rave and Koooewravo 1254 (Val;,
The nuxao ultimately moans w Itch or ^ ’ovo where
ores® ^row," rho change or one or the two voiced velar
stops to the carre©ponding voiceless consonant (K) may be
taken as an example or partial dissimilation In Itself*
ffcer tills change, two explosive r*o rootuln In consonant
0roup®* It Is interesting to note that . Issimilatlon Is
re0reeciv© anti that the loss of r occurred after the
voiceless stop rather then after the voiced* In the 1231
and 1254 Beadln&e metathesis of £ and Is In evidence.
It Is probable that the elision took place Gonotlme In
the t h i r t e e n t h  centAur*'’
30. Htt-HtEaB, boon. (OOODAIX)
A Tfccordlng to Goodall, this word a p p e a r e d  for m e r l y  as liartheme*
the present spelling of the na m e  shows regressive
dlssimilutory elision of the first r* The semantic value
of neither element would likely be clear to the speaker,
ana the noxxaal course of dissimilation lo undisturbed,
31, 030ATIIORPE, Y*V (300DALL)
Variant spellings s liocuerthorp 1267, Os^arthorp 1574*
oGoodall w lves the two r ecordings ifoove, In b o t h  
of which there are two jrfs present* It n a y  bo th t lack
Sit** PP* 18-23.0* Ibid*f p*20*
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of stress Is responsible for tho loss of the first r, but 
the influence of the second r is certainly to be taken 
into aocount* Tho normal course of dissimilation is aided 
bars by tho position of the second r* On the - thorp 
element, b o s fEXTHORPE supra*
32* PETPIRIJSSf, Bk. (EK)
variant spellings: Pi tor la is o 1150 (PKBk), Pitorloo1196 (FF),Puterle 1291 (Tax)# Peter lays (Ch) •
the ©tymolo^y of this name ia doubtful* Perhaps 
it is "pear-tree Lgah* j Pertre is found o 1500* In either 
case, regressive dissimilation must have taken place* In 
the consonant &roup jrtr on implosive £ and an explosive £ 
are separated by a voiceless dental stop* Since 
regressive dissimilation Is in evidence, tho stronger 
asdumption would be tin t PEfCRLEY Is derived from 
per-trsp(w) Leah* in which the accent would fall on the 
second syllable, thus nakin^ it possible for the second 
syllable to be confused with the -re ending, and so 
explaining tbs metathesis of £ and £ with the consequent 
relation o- the place-name to the proper name Peter* 
Because of tho lack oi early readings It Is Impossible 
to date the change more definitely than at some time 
before tho middle of the twelfth century*
35* POTSOaOVE, Bd. (EK)
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Variant spellings* Potos^ruve (IB) and 1212 (Cur5* Putes&rav© 1200 (P), Pottos^rav© 1247 (aae)*Portes^rav© 1242 (ieoa)* and 1420 (Pa)*
lo e s t a b l i s h  a c e r t a i n  e t y m o l o g y  Tor this numo Is
cifficult. If the 0E form Is potteo-uraf* there lo no
dissimilation* The 1242 fora* however* su^eats that the
n a m e  h a d  its o r i g i n  I n  OE p o t  to r o s - q r a f » If d o , the
i n t e r v o c a l i c  r  I n  a n  u n a c c e n t e d  p o s i t i o n  w o u l d  e a s i l y  be
l o s t  throuja dissimilation* Very l i k e l y  the chief cause
of d i s s l m i l a t o r y  e l i s i o n  her© Is ©ololy mechanical;
o m i s s i o n  of the r In the e x p l o s i o n  f r o m  the don t a l  stop t
to the voice l e s s  spirant s would be easy, hn  £  a© a
c o m b i n e d  c o n s o n a n t  is sel d o m  lost w h e n  if o ccurs In th©
©am^ w o r d  w i t h  a n  £  i n  a n  intervooallo position*
34. aOCIIeSTEH, K. (liC)
V ariant spellings: Ilrofaescaestra© o 730 (Hod©)* 
U r o f e s c e a s t e r  o 700 (Laws), U r o f e e c o s t o r  811 (003) 
E o v e c e s t r e  (DB)*.
V;o n e e d  not c o n c e r n  om’solvea w i t h  tho difficult 
e t y m o l o g i c a l  de v el o p m e n t  of this word^ oxoopt to c u t e s t  
that the first olemont I© OE Hrgfrl* p o s s i b l y  identified 
with tho on hrgf m o a n i n g  Mroof•" fho u n w o n t e d  r e p e t i t i o n  
of tho two r’a In s u c h  close p r o x i m i t y  causes one to be 
lost* fho first syllabi© of this element boro tho h e a v y  
stress* Then* largely for p hy s i c a l  reasons fho d l u o i a l l a t l o n  
lo o: thu pr og r o o o l v o  typo, This c a a o  lo p a r t i c u l a r  ly
9, Pilert Elcwall, op* clt** p. 371*
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Interesting sinoo the loss occurred v e r y  early in Old 
English end since no variant spellings e x ist w h i c h  show 
the presence o r  the two continuants*
35, SEIGHFORD* St. (EK)
Variant spellingss Ceteforde (DB). Cesterford n.d.(Honteas)» Seteford 1200 (Cur).
?bo apparent obscurity of tho etymology in this 
nano is removed when it ic realised that the name la a 
l»~rm*ndlsed fbrtn of cheaterford. or tho two implosive 
r* s, tho first is more likely to be blssiralla ted than the 
second because of the weakness of tho first £ in an 
unstressed position and because of the common occurrence 
and consequent etymological compactness of tho wford element 
in place-names. ihe Iocs of £ was obviously quite early.
36. SLAIDBtJRH. OT. (EK)
Variant spellings: Llateborao (IB). Sleltebuma 1143(TCh) 1475. sl&ltehura 1229 (Ep). sl&ghteburme 1294(Oh).
It is v o r y  l i k e l y  that the e t y m o l o g y  oi this na m e  
h a s  its root i n  OE slahbombuxna, whence fluhterbuma.
_hc change of tho voiceless spir a n t  |> to tho
corrospending stop may bo regarded us a case of
die alailation in if self, fee 'IAHB0CII for the lose of n
in the -from oloxaent. or the i m p r o b a b i l i t y  of the £*&
bcinw lost In tho -buma element, see VAfSHDUfll. fho
die similatory olielom ie here regressive bocauco the first
so
£  la In an unaccented position In tho word; so the 
consciousness that a sooona r Is to follow logically 
makes foav its amission in such a position* (Out not© tho 
presence of both r f s in SLAUaitTERPOEI), which also has 
OE fllSbbom ultimately as its first element) •
3 7 * TAR3 0 CE, La* (EK)
Variant spellings: Tarboc (DB), lorbok 1 2 5 7  (Ch),
Thorboo 1 2 4 2  (Fees), Torboke 1 3 1 1  (La Inq),Thomebrooke 1 2 3 2 - 5 6 (CC),
Tho OE fora born-broo easily changed to I'orbok# 
as aeon by the early DD roaclln^. The loss of ji after the 
continuant r Is not unusual* (Tho n  lo retained in the 
1 2 3 2 - 5 6  reading)* Tho An^lo-Horman Influence readily 
accounts for the substitution of Th for T in two of the 
variant spellings cited above* The consonant ^roup rbr 
easily lends itself to dissimilation, though this 
combinetion is retained in many Modern English words*
The explosive £  lo much more readily ^1 os initiated than 
the implosive £  because of the heavy tonic quality of tho 
first element* It is interesting to note that the 
dissimllated and non-dlssimllated forms o the name appear 
side by aide until well Into tho fourtoonth century* Such 
a dual occurrence is not at all irregular, oinco 
dissimilation implies a transition in which tho changed 
and unchanged lonaa appear for a lon^ period of tixao*^
1 0 * A* J* Ca m o y ,  op* cit*, p* 1 0 3 , see* 3 *
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THOLTHORP# YK. (121)
Variant spellings: Turulfestorp (£3)# Iborald©thorp 1285 (KX)# 1316 (HV).
The first ©lemont hero Is OH ĵ orolTr# so that tho
name originally contained three jPf8t It Is most likely
that the £ -thorp clement was most Influential In
dlsslmllatln£ tho inter ton! o jr which stood in tueh close
proximity to It# Ihc normal regressive course of
dissimilation la here aided by the appearance of tho last
r In tho -thorp element* (Geo DEZTHORPE supra)*
3©* THURGOLbSD# TO (EK)
Variant spellings: lUrgeoland (E©)# lur^arlund 1202 (FF)# Thui^erland 1397#
The 1202 and 1397 recordings above chow the
presence of two £ f8, ©1though the DO form had only one*
The second r Is lost# resulting In proves civ©
dissimilation* The normal course of dissimilation is
here reversed# probably because of lack of a trees on the
dlssiollated Intertonic r* dissimilation 1© In this
ease at most only a contributing factor* Tho oil a Ion
occurred late# certainly as late as tho first quarter
of the fifteenth century*
40# TRIHO# Hrt* (EK)
Variant spellings: Tredunga and Treunge (DD)# Trawlng© 
1176 (P)# Trean^e 1207 (FF)# frahln^ 1212 (loos)#Trehen^e# (ny 3)# freh^ncer 1260 (Fioo)*
Ekwall's etymollaical development of TRIHO
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suggests that the fora originate a In OE t£®a«tonggB# 
Accepting this e tymology, one 1b forced to conclude that 
the latest spelling ho reoord© Is most similar to the OE 
form In that It retains the second £* ihe presence of 
the £  In tho 1265 form may ho tho result of false etymology 
since It is not present In any of the other readings* 
However, the r in the unaccented syllable may have been 
lost at any early date (c 1050) through ulsolmllatoxy 
elision* If so, the 1266 reading Is probably a survival 
of an earlier form of the original and not generally In use* 
41* OASHBURH, YW. (EK)
variant spellings: falke(s)bum, -a 1173-05, 1203-15(YCh), falehbura 1307 (Y Inq}*
WA5H3URH possibly 1ms its origin in OE waloeres 
(waleora) b u m * fho change of k to jah and the loss of 3̂ 
needs no explanation here, for If is evident that the 
disslmllatozy elision antedates those more or less regular 
sound changes* ĥe heavy accents fell on the first and 
fourth syllables o the OE form, lo&vln^ the antepenult, 
which originally contained an r, In on unstressed position* 
Ihc last syllable -burn* olnoc It Id a common oloraent of 
place-name s, woul- not readily 1 nd itself to change*
Tho Intervocalic position of tho flrot £ would cause that 
consonant to bo easily ells olmllu ted* „hero lo a throe-fold 
reason, then, why dissimilation is evident tmd of the
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racres-lv© typo in this word*
42, wi:otworth# ca. (h k)
Variant spellings} intoward© (DB), vyntewrth 1284 (Val), v.inteworthe © 1260 (Bodl),
Any one of tho above variant© wIvos u clue to
the etymology 0f wia:T>V0HTH; tho 012 Tom is probably
alntra© wort# 1.1 ©simile tory elision la uuily In this
case, Sine© the first £ la already lost In tho earliest
reading,*^ there la a distinct tendency to chan^© oxv
omit a consonant sound In a pro tonic syllable If that
sound lc repeated In the stressed syllable; consequently,
the elision here is of the regressive type,
45, WFXBOUHHE, Nf. (UK)
variant spellings • fabrunna and ;/abrun© (IB), Aalbruna 1150 (Fr), .Vrbrun 1177 (F), vabrunn 1220 (Cl),
very likely Uxo OF form was wearKburna. ihe loss 
o£ & would leave tho first £ roctln^ on the labial b, in 
such a position, it would bo xaore likely to bo lost than 
the second r* the penult of the OF form ©eoxas to have 
borne the accent; so It would be hi July iraprobable that 
a radical change in consonant would fcako place In the 
second element of tho word, feoordlnc© as early as the DO
11, v> In to rburba, a reading which shows the pros, nco ofboth £’0, Is found In 1105 (P)j b u t  It appears to be In no way general* Any number of things— folk otynolofy, analogy, a scribal error--ealJfcvt account for tho presence of the first £ in an Isolated form.
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and as late as 1205 ^iv© evidence of metathesis of r 
and u In the OE ^burna# The Modem : n^lish fom# however, 
is closex' to the original. Lo^s of tho first r throujh 
dissimilation appears to have boun early, as seen by the 
DB readings. AORGRLT and 'VARTEK from OE wearhbunaa and 
jroar̂ -trgo, both having the woar^ element as found in 
weaxvhurna* show no disslmilatory change or loss of r*
It is probable that tho accent was about equally heavy 
on each syllable of these two words or that each element 
was important to the meaning with the result that both 
r1s were preserved#
44# WGODSFORD, Do. (EX)
Variant spellings: ferdosford (DB), 1194 (P), 1212(Fees), v&yrdesford© 1291 (Tax), Wirdesford 1318 (Ff).
kwall ^ives two readings, one In 975 and the 
other in 1312, in which WOODSFORD app© re In two ‘words, 
lordes ford. The r In fha first syllable was not lost 
until late, sometime In the fourteenth century, possibly 
because the element6 of the name retained their individual 
meanings, as shown by the 975 and 1312 recordings*
Because of the vowel shift In the first element of tho 
word it would not seem illogical to ab cuqo that the first 
element Glci nov always bear a very heavy accent. If this 
supposition is title, the diesimiletory lose of r would 
have occurred in a x'elativoly unaccented syllable.
Moreover, the cowman, occurrence at the syllable - f o r d  
in place-names would make a change In the s econd elem e n t 
unlikely*
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Section 2~Lose of ̂
For the etymologies of tho pi ace-none® listed'
below Bkw&ll's Conoise lotlonary of I nullah JPlao£*noaee
was depended on almost solely# In numerical importance
lose of 1 lo0ioally follows loss of r* All examples
have been restricted to those words which once showed
the presence of two 1/ a# but in which either the first
or second liquid was lost through dis® Initiatory elision*
1# APEDALE HALL# Ct« (EE)
Variant spellings: /pedal 1277 (Mlac)# Apedale1283 (Ipm )•
Possibly the first element of this name is Apia
if so# no dissimilation is present* It is possible*
though* that the OE fora Is aeppeldael• The two l,1 s are
laploslve* and the first* bain** in an intertonlo position#
would easily bo lost beoauso of the speaker9a
consciousness of the second rhls theory is
strengthened by the fact that numerous names exist which
hare the aeppel element* but which have retained the 1,
<*•£•# APPLEBY# APPLEEOHE# Because of the laok of early
readings It is impossible to uate the change# if one took
place* any more definitely than sometime before 1277*
2* DLACOH# ChS* (EK)
variant spellings: Blechehol (D3)* Blache not c 1100 (Chester)* Blakene 1260 (cornet)•
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This na m e  o r ig inates in OE b l a c a n h o l . I Inal X
is dis simile ted b y  an e x plosive appea r i n g  in a c o n s o n a n t
^ r o u p  w i t h  15, a c a o r d i n 0 to Ekwall; tho reraotoness of the
two l i q uids , how ever, m i ^ h t  le a d  one to suspect that the
wholL* of the last syllable, i n d u c i n g  the final X* was
w e a k e n e d  and finally lost b e c a u s e  o : lack of stress* If
d i s s i m i l a t i o n  occurred, tho elis i o n  was b o ^ i n n i n ^  to be
e f f e c t e d  at the ©lose of the e l e v e n t h  century.
5* BRIMPIELD, He* (EK)
Variant spellings: Bru m e f e l d e  and B r o m e f e l d e  (LB), 
B r e m e l f e l d a  1 1 2 3  (PHHe), B r o m f e l d  1212 (Fees)*
OE B r e m e l - f e l d  Is the original f o r m  of the name*
In this form, two Implosive r 1 s are In evidence, the
first standing alone at the end of a syllabi© and the
second supported b y  d. In the elem e n t  -fold, quite
co m m o n  in place-names, there is small cause for phonetic
chaise; and since Id in Itself Is a strong consonant
^roup, w o u l d  h a r d l y  be drop p e d  f r o m  that ^roup* Also,
b ecause the first 1̂  stands In an u n a c c e n t e d  syllable, it
w o u l d  ve r y  li k e ly  be influe n c e d  b y  the second. The
change prosusnably occ u r r e d  In Old English, although the
1 1 2 3  r ea d i n g  appears in an I s o lated unchanged form*
4. CHADWELL, Lo. (EK)
Variant spellings: Caldeuuolle (DB), O a ldwella 1177, 
Chalderwell 1179 (P), Galdewell 1276 (RH).
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Pho correct pronunoiation of tMs name Is 
Caldwell*not Chaldwell# oh bcin0 a common early spoiling 
for k» Phe form CHAPPELL ©vino©® dissimilatory loss of 
the first lj although tho loss of 1 before d is unusual 
(Cf# 3BIKFIELD supra) » such a familiar element in 
place-nass s as -roll oould hardly bo expected to loss 
its identity# iho mm© is still alternately called 
nAid«>i 1  or Chadwell# the former showinu no di©similetory 
loss#
5# ELKS ALE, YW, (EK)
Variant spellings* Elm© shale 1242 (Pees),(!Torth)el»asale 1550 (BM)#
All recordings of this name show the presence
of two ori«̂ inal JL9s# In the folk pronunciation, however,
the name is pronounced msall, without the first 1*
Pho loss o: the first X may to some extent b* attributed
to the difficulty of pronouncing 1 and m successively,
but that regressive ulsalmilation ie in evidence in the
pronunciation of this name is borne out by tho fact that
the 1 is still pronounced in tho caramon Mod* E# word olra#
6# EMLEY, Y». (EE)
vaiiant spellings: Arnold and me&el© (LB),
Amelaisbroo o 1200 (YCh 1680) imoleg and mmooloc 1205 (Cur)#
this word is most likely derived from OE oln«»Loah* 
Vho two lffl In close proximity cause tho first to seem
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redundant# fh© implosive ̂  la die s t e l l a t e d  b y  th© 
explosive* giving regressive dlastellotion* a ahanw e 
facilitated by tho position of the first jl before tho 
labial nasal* Obviously the change was o f f o e t o d  in Old 
in^lldi#
7# EKSWELL* YE (EK)
Variant spellings 3 rime©-* Holmosuuollo (DB),Holmes wella 1157* Elm©swella o 1175 (YCh 354*441)*
fho meanln^ of this name Is either Mlelm ŝ
spring or stream* or velm spring or stream# ♦ In either
oase the nazao originally had on 1 present In each of Its
elements* *ho combined Implosive 1 of the first element
Is dls stellated by the sln̂ JLo Implosive 1̂ of tho second*
felvlx̂ , regressive olsslmllutioa# he etymological
oompaotnoss of the familiar -well element would in any
oase protect the second element from dissimilation# The
el&alon evidently took place oomo iteo after tho last
quarter of the twelfth century#
8# HALIFAX* YW (EK)
T orient spellingss Feslel (IB)* IIuli£3ex c 1175 (AD)* Halifax 1260 (Ep)#
.he piesonoo of two l/a nay bo aeon In the 1175 
rocording, but by 1200 tho intervocalic J, has ttisslmllatod 
the explosive 3̂ standing In a consonant group# .u fairly 
safe conjectural date for tho chan^ would bo at oomo timo
a o
toward tho bowInnIad or the twelfth century.
9* L2XD0UHHE, K. (EE)
Variant spellings; Lilloburna and Elllariburna 1301 f. (5CS 10), Leleburn© (IB), Lolbum 1193 (P)#
Tho first element was originally lylla* a
side -form of Lulla. Tho repetition of tho sound of 1, In
such rapid succession caused tho second liquid to be lost*
It is obvious that a very heavy accent was not borne by
the second syllable* In tho IB recording, ovon tho
sans syllable (lo) was repeated, so that the repetition
was more noticeable than when the vowels were varied,
as in the first spcllln^ recorded above* In the DD
recording both I9 a are present; a century later tho second
has been dls slmlluted.
10. X.PBQA3HALL, 3x. (EE)
variant spellings: In teo^ar© shale (12 Fr), LutogareshalC©) 1224 (Pi)# Lutl©-*, Lutegreshale 1281 ( oo).
In tho 1201 form tho pres once of two XJ*s Is to
be noted, Ekwall says that "the second 1̂ was often lost
owin^ to uis siralln tion*iihat dissimilation took place 
Is doubtful, since many parallels exist in w h i c h  1 was 
retained.
11. rgdifXUIILEY, Sa. (EK)
1. Ellert Ekwall. Ahe foneloo Oxford -dictionary Of n^ll ch P I a c e TffgB)“
Variant spellings s Kareetaeelel (I&S* Mercbomesloga 1105 (P)» Merohsmslee 1805 (FP)*
This name la from Merohelxaea t<gah* Tho 1 of Iffah 
has die stellated the implosive 1 preceding m* clnco 1 
before the labial nasal m is easily lost {Cf • niLEJT supra)* 
particularly In an unstressed position* Frcaa tho IB 
recording it nay bo soon that tho change took place In 
Old n'J.iah*
12* PAWLETT, SO* (EK)
Variant spellings* Pavelot, Paulet (IB)* Poulot 1100 (Buclclcmd)* 1194 (P)# Poolot 1212 (Fees)*
Ekwall*s etymology Elves the second element as 
0E flSot and suggests that JPal̂ Tlgot would easily become 
Pff-fleOt owing to loss of 1, through dissimilation* If 
this etymology 1® to be accepted* an implosive 1 ©tending 
alone at the end of a syllable is U1 ©stellated by gn 
explosive 1 in the consonant group £1* ihe IB rodln^® 
suggest that the change was made in Old nullah*
15* POPPLEVfELL* VW (QOODeLL)
variant spelling* Popilwell 1350*
In all recorded forms of this name there is an 
1 present in both tho first and second clement* Iho 
name* though* la generally pronounced Popplwell* without 
the first 1* Tho di ©stellated 3̂ occurred in an inter tonic 
position# and its loss may in part be duo to lack of stress;
6 2
the second 1, though, was moot likely Influential In 
facilitating that loss* On tho etymological compactness 
of the -well element, see KRISWELL supra*
14. SBAISGIIX, m  (EE)
Variant opollinc* fnolee^lle 1100.
Here the implosive 1 of tho first olomonfc is 
dls s 1ml la ted by tho X of the familiar -dill oloxnont* 
giving regressive dissimilation* A lack of early 
recordings prevents us from dating the change definitely*
15. SPOfLAIZD, La. (EE)
Variant spellings: spotlond c 1180 (Ah C) Gpotland1205 (ass). ’
wlott has boon suggested a a tho origin of
the first element In this name. In Splottland tho first
1. mljht be lost through dissimilation. Because of tho
unusual consonant group spl. the first would bo much
more readily dropped than the 3L of such a coraraon element
In place-names as -land. In this case, a single explosive
X disslmilates the explosive 1 or u consonant group,
rosuiting in regressive dlssimlluticn. the change
probably occurred In Old n^llsh, If tho etymology is
correct, though tho variant readings .̂lvo no doflnlt©
evidence for either the etymology or the dissimilation.
16. tfHIGHFIELD, Ha. (EE)
Variant spollinasi ;vsrnoh.ofold 1201 (Tax)*, • ynooffeld 122? (Ch), lynch© sf ©Ids 1310 (FA)*
: kwall cu^esta that tho name tawy bo identified 
with Ghlnoolfel̂ d 096 (KCD)j IT ao# tho OE form for tho 
first element is wlnool* In wlnoel^fejd* tho first 
In an intertonlo posl tion, Is G1 salmi luted by tho second 
1* On tho compactness of tho -fold element and iho 
strength of the consonant Qravp Id* soc SHlVSli'IJ) supra* 
17. 30OLBEEIIIG, Sx* (EK)
a r i a n t  spellings: olbedl l n ^ ©  (IB), o l b e d d i n ^  1101
(P)* tulTbodlno o 1 2 3 0  (folborn©)*
This name means " v ulfbeald*© p e o p l e * M from tho
DB reading* w h i c h  shows the pre s e n c e  o f  t wo 1*&, the
second l i q u i d  w a s  o m l t t e d  b o o u u o e  of the Influence of the
first* It Is interesting to n o  to the t I n  this oaso a n
lnploolve 1̂  d i s s l m l l a t a s  a n  explosive 1* It le a
r e a s o n a b l y  safe c o n j ecture to say that tho loss occ u r r e d
cocaoHiiie in The twelfth century .
10. YQKEPLEHT* YE (ET)
Variant s p e l l i n g s : I u c u - # l u ^ uflcd (ED)# Jukoflot1165*85 (YCh 988)* Y o k o l f e t  1109-95 (YCh 907)#Yocleafliet 1199 (P).
The second olomonfc Is OE floot* and tho first 
seems to be 0* found* iSkoll, o f t e n  found In early n u l l a h  
coulees in s u c h  forms as loco t e l * The first 1, cfcanuin^ 
alono a t  the end of a n  u n s t r e s s e d  syllable, lo
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dlsslalletedl by the explosive in tho oonsoaoat î roup 
& •  Fran the IB mdiagi It may be assumed that elision 
oooomd in Old iJttglial** the 1199 reading being unusual*
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'eotion 3— *Lo©e or &
Moat of tho names and etymologies for this
section wo 1*0 supplied by kwall^j others wore furnished 
©by Ooodall. The cases of loss of one of two original 
nfs are not many in numb or # and in nearly ©very instance 
the dev loptaent la the s&ste,
1. ARKINOTOIf, Comb a* (EK)
Variant spollin&ss varnnin^ton o 950 (ilia),Ernin£tune (DB), Ramln^atone 1007 (Fr} *
. ach of tho recording Oivon above ebows tho
presence of two u*e in tho first element of this name*
n  implooive n, immediately following tho continuant £
and in a naturally weak in ter tonic position, is
dlcalnilated by the implosive j* in tho suffix, which
in itself is usually etymolo&ioally compact. A third fi
in the -ton element would aid in blurrin^ the ina^e of
the disc inflated n. Vho change evidently oocuiTed after
the last quarter of tho eleventh century,
2, 3ARHACLE, ?;a. (EK)
Variant spellings: Berahan^e (AB), Bomandro 1552 (AD)• 
:he first element is OE borem ’b u m ’ or bereft
1, .ilort Ekwall, ĥe Joncloe Oxford dictionary of n^lish
Plaoo-Sagos (0x75rd7 13557,-------------- ----------2* a# ftooSfell', n:Astent , Issimiltlion,” Dodoin L&UiUuAe Review, vol. 12 (1917), pp. 1 0 - 2 5 . --------- —
•or barley.’ Ih© speaker’s consciousness or the first 
H ana the position, or the second n In a naturally weak 
Inter tonic syllable result in regressive discInflatory 
loss. The loss evidently occurred late* in or after the 
second half of the fourteenth century. (Of. AnRlTfulOH 
supra for the loss of n In a similar position).
3. DARRI3GT0S* 01. (EE)
Variant spellings; Bernl(n) tone (IB)* Be m l  tun 1130 (P)* gagna Bernlnatone 1201 ( a s s ) *  parva Bernynton 1201 (fax).
tho first n is lost here under condition©
parallel to the loss of n In AKianoxon supra. The
change was late* certainly after the b©0lnnin£ of the
fourteenth century.
4. BSSGEWORTH* WO. (BE)
Variant spellings: 3onninacuuyrh 907 (DC3 616)* Dyzmynogvyrp 900 (KCD 623)* Benln^eorde (IB).
* It Is possible that the -lng element in an
Unstressed position simply weakened to the extent that
only £ was left. Ihe loss of the jt* though* could easily
have been facilitated by tho speaker* s consciousness of
tho first n. This progressive loos of n cannot b© dated
with any fair decree of accuracy* for wo have no recording
later than the LB form.
5. BEJmrvORTIX* Lincs. (CGODALL)
Variant spellings: Benyngworth 1303 (KF) and 1316 (NV) •
m
&
Tho lose of tho second ja In this name is parallel
to that In BERGEWORTH supra* Again tho normal course of
dissimilation is reversed# probably because or lack of
stress on the -ln& element* The loss was late# evidently
in or after tho fourteenth century*
6* BRIOBALL# YH. (EK)
Variant spellings: Bring (en)hale (DB)# Briganhala 1150-4 (YCh 188)# Bricgohala 1175 (P)# Brigenhales 1218 (FF)# Brlngenhale 1280 (Ipm).
Perhaps tfa® OK fora Is BrfnlneAh&Xix* -ho 
unwonted occurrence of the two n#s in such rapid succession 
leads the speaker to the false psychological conception 
that one of them is in trustee; so the n is dropped* It 
is probable that regressive dissimilation occurred at 
some time In the eleventh century; but tho 1280 form argues 
that tho cha&ged and unchanged forms existed side by side 
far some time*
7* CLAYDON# Sf. (EK)
Variant spellings: Cl&induna (IB)# Cleldun 1190 (FF).
Ihe IB recording shows tho presence of two n* s*
It is likely# though# that tho first n is an intrusive one#
probably due to tho Norman Influence# and that It is not
at all a matter of dissimilation*
8. C0NI3T0N# YE (EK)
Variant spellings: conlngesbl (IB)# Cuningeston 1190 (YCh 1312 )•
m
She ttynolo&r of this name Is no doubt to nd In 
a Soandlnavianised form of Cynln/icstun 1 tho kind’s manor*9 
Ihe presence of the first g ana tho position of n In tho 
naturally wash intertonio element cause tho second n
to be lost, resulting in progressive dissimilation* ho 
development is in&ea to l^es to is* Parallel development 
and consequent progressive loss of n are to be noted in 
other oases with the same first element: CQRISBOKOUGH, 
COBISBY, COBXSCLiFFE, COKISFORD, C0RKY3TH0RPB,
CONEYTHOHPE*
9* CROYDOB, Sr* (EK)
Variant spellings* Cro^edena 609, (aet) Cro&dena o 871, (do) Crolndene o 980 (BCS 328, 629, 1133), Croidene (DB), Croidena 1168 (P)*
All recordings above except the first two show
the presence of two nfs. It may, of course, be that the
first is lost through dlsslmilatory tendency, but the most
logical supposition is th t the second n Is an intrusive
Borman n and that it is not at all a matter of
dissimilation here* (Cf. CLAVTOB supra)*
10. DARMBOHAM, YE (QOODALL)
variant spelling: l̂ ernlngham 1286 and 1327*
It may be that the first g is lost through
dissimilation in this name because of its presence in an
inter tonio syllable and because oi the speaker's
consciousness of the second g* It is more probable,
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however, that tha first & is assimilated to the preceding 
£ and that we are concerned here with assimilation, not 
dia elaila tion*
ll« mnRnroTON, yw (k k)
Variant spellings} Darnl(n) tone (IB), Dardlntuna 1148 (TCh 170), Dardinton 1103 (P), 1089 (Ep), Dardhlnton 1808 (FP), Dar thing tone 1803 (FF;«
lfce conditions here are the sane as those for
PARRIBGHAM 8UPTS,
18* HOERW, Sa« (EK)
Variant spellings s Hodenet and Odenet (IB), liodnet end Bodenet 1830 (?)*
The early fora is identloal with Welsh Bodnant
(Rees 108)« An explosive and an implosive £ are present
in a single syllable! the implosive £ is dleslmllsted by
the explosive to ^ive progressive dissimllatory loss*
The first elenent being the tonic syllable, such a change
is easily possible* A parallel development is found in
seofaamant to Sekanet 1986 (ass) to give olah SYCHKAOT*
The change occurred probably in late Old rn&llstw
13* LAGHESS, Sx* (EK)
Variant spellings! Lagan or sc 880 (BCS 50), L&ngeners 
1179 (P), Lageners 1248 (lees)*
Dissimilatory loss is in this case regressive* 
the iiaploslve nasal is dlssimllated by the explosive, 
though the two »fs appear in different syllables* (Of* 
HOt&fET) 3h&t tendency Is strong, particularly since
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here 1he second |  is In » syllabi® (~an) which was 
generally nnke&od« Ilia raadin0® above give evidence 
that the elision was complete at some time In the early 
part of the thirteenth oenouty#
14* HENKYTHOHPE# YK (GOGDALL)
variant spellings! Menlngtorp 1267# Konigthorp 1300* 
Here the explosive first & dlaalmllates the 
combined implosive g of the -ln^ element# which is 
naturally weak in its in ter tonic position* Lack of 
stress may be the primary reason for the loss here, but 
the ciisslmllatory influence of the first g would certainly 
be a contributing factor* The only two early recordings 
of this name would Indicate that the elision took place 
at some time in the last quarter of the thirteenth century*
15. PE' ISALE# YW (EK)
Variant spellings; Penlghi&bal c 1200# Ponineahalg C 1215 (TCh 1003# 1005}# Ponlngoshalge 1209* 1252 (Ch)*
The last recording above shows the presence of
two nfs* the second In the inter tonic -Ingcs element* The
development is the s *me as in C OK 13d OK supra*
16. PEHISTOHE# T C  lEK)
Variant spellings: Penge 3ton(e>* Pangea ton (LB)# Peningeston 1199 (P)* Poningeetona o 1190 (TCh 1677)*
Oho condl tlons here are the stuno as then o for
PKHISALE supra*
17. PITCKEEHAK# Hf. (EK)
Variant spellingss Plokenham and ?l(n)kenham (IB)* Plkenham 1198 (FF)* Hortpykenh&m 1291 (lax) *
Sutplkshsa 1848 (Fees)*
Very likely th© original name wee Plnoan-hara.
The general tendency to drop n from consonant groups and 
the speaker * s consciousness of the First & ceuso the eecond 
n to be omitted* Though both n*s were implosive* the 
second ended a syllable while the first was followed by a 
velar stop* Evidently, at the time of the IB readings 
the change was under way* but both forms existed pr&bably 
Into the twelfth century*
is* spehniikorue, m  (e k )
variant spellings: : penlng© thorp (IB)* OpInithorno 1190 (Godric)* opcnyngthoro© 1317 (Ch)*
For development* of* rJEIfnYTHORPE supra*
19* sPEmnmooR* du* (e k)
Variant spellings s opcndlngEiior o 1336 (Bp)* opezmyn^Bore 1361 (Pat)*
For development* of* ? FWETTniG RPE supra*
20* WART ACS* Brk* <EK)
Variant spellings: denoting o 080* 965 (BOB 663*912)* Uuanating o 894 ( eser)* Vane tins (IB)*
The n of the -lng olemont weakens and disappears* 
chiefly from lack of stress* The cllsslmll&tory Influence 
of the first £ probably facilitated the loss* If 
dissimilation is in evidence here* its progressive 
direction is explained by the matter of accent*
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Section 4~ L o©8 of Other Consonants (jl#E#h#«t#i£)
Ilrwall has supplied the etymologies Tor the 
Following name a# In several oaoos* Jesperssn’s Modern 
nullah Graasaar (v* X)* Jordan1a llondbuoh der 
uitteXen^llachen Gramme tlk and dachrisson1© chapter in the 
Introuuotlon to the survey or nulish Place-Nunes wore 
relied on ror supplementary inTOination* l&ost of the 
words listed below have no more in common than that they 
show the dlssloil&tary loss of consonants* and in eeveral 
oases that similarity is to do doubted; for the sukc of 
convenience* though# they have boon grouped Into u section 
showin^ the loss of an js, w# Ik * Jfe# or j£ beoauso or the 
influence or a second Identical consonant* ordc are 
listed alphabetically ror each wroup in this section* 
l. n i c z z v m ,  o* (e&* z , Jor)*
drench element is purticularly noticeable 
in u number ol words containing •Chester from OE oeaster* 
the early Borman pronunciation £"f $J for ch woulu render 
that element some thlnw lllce Itxt . A regular French
phonetic tendency was to drop £ before t. and oLher 
voiceless consonants# as seen in etre from estre and 
hopltol from hospital! hence in[ts£sferj vrcu3d.be loot* 
JLvln^ $t*cT& pJ # ~ho sound combination & * i b ino forel&n
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to the n&liah, the first Jt was G1 s aitalictod by the 
second, thus # In an unstressed position
the sound£̂ 7 would be loot* and the resulting 
pronunciation would ba£s^n7 # Thus * BICE3TER booomo s 
[bxstay^ # fho same rrenoh phonetic tendency and the 
hgl-sh die similetl on of t operated in cone sixteen 
English place-nano s containing the -Chester element*
Among then are CIliKJfCESTER* EXOTER, OEOUCESTER,
LEICESTER, and WORCESTER# the changes in pronunciation 
are evidenced by such alternate spellings ac early 
0 louche a tre and Gloucester followed by frequent twelfth- 
century spellings of the name as Olouoeter* In view 
of tho above phonological development o: the xumo, we 
may agree partially, at least, with Zaohrlsson when he 
says i "do assume loss of £ owln_ to dissimilation is 
unnecessary and improbable# rhe only olsmllar case Is 
Qsbu Ides ton (I#a) from OE Oabeald per s-name, pronounced 
locally as [p hzst^J , whence tho loss of j9 is due to the 
accumulated consonants*1 It Is only natural that words 
like Gloucester, with such a wide circulation both as
1# In cpokon mulish consonant clusters appear frequently** though they arc not found to a large extant in standardised znwliah orthography# In these consonant groups, assimilation may play a great part, but not necessarily so# Prom an issue of Amorleap pop oh examples such stou^ zj ̂
tdzJyp-v - fvaij ,T ankif itksnd J \J can bo picked at random where no loss of consonants has occurred, even though as many as six distinct consonants appear successively#
p# n* fi&d pars* names should be subjected to the later 
rrenoh Influence* Moreover jb la lost or added in several 
oases where dissimilation Is out or tho question# as in 
Hornoatre and Harnesstie (L)# c 1 atlnberyere (Mouokot) Tor
Glastonbury*Jordan# however# la inclined to think
\
that one is lost throuji dissimilation* He says: wHlt
Dissimilation sohwend der swelto spirant in -coster su
-ce ter (Glooeter# oreeter# l;ietor)
2* IJGATISIIED, Nf . (EK)
Variant spoil Inyo 2 Netheshird 1021-4# Uotheshlrda 1044—7 (Holme)# Gnatishlrda (IB)# Nefcoshlrd©
O 1100 (DM)#
This name la listed in various places as possibly 
bein^ an example or dissimilation* Tho lose or initial 
3 is uuo to Norman influence * Tho 1 roach clthoi" di'opped 
initial £ or added a prosthetic or svarabahktlo vowel#
It is curious to note that SITETTH3IIAM has retained 
initial S. In NOTTINGHAM initial £ was lost when there 
was no possibility foi' uisolmilation*
3* oTUCHDtiRY Or 3TUT3BURY# Np* (EK# Z# and Hit)*
Variant spellings# vtoteberi© (DD)# vtutosblria 11GG-0 (Ch)# to to ob© r o 1230 |3M)# uittobyrl 1220 (Ep)*
2* v# z* Zachrlsson# ,, ;ho : ronoh lemcnt#a Introduction to the :ui7«y of nullah Plaoe-Names. {CambFicfyV#”'ISSd) # p7 ICJT. —
Ifco correct OS fora la otutoa-bury# Apart froo
the French phonetic change to Jive TUTBURY* tho inJLiah
fora often showed a dissixnilatory Xoes of tho second £*
as GTOCHDUK3T evinces* However* STUGTON eclats* in which
there was no dlseimllatory loss*
4# TRUSTHORPE* Id# (EK)
Variant spellings3 Dr{e)ulatorp (EB)* struttorp 1196 (FF) and 1209 (ass)* Strustorp 1231 (Hp)# Vrustorp 1212 (iocs).
fhc etymology of the none hoc Its root In OS
ctrutos thorp# Ekwall ©scribed the loss of initial 3 to
dlcslnilation* hut the loss may* on tho other hand* ho a
result of a Horaan tendency to drop initial 2# (Of#
UEA’TISXXEAD 3UPT*»)
5# SIBEBTSBfOLD* K (m)
Variant spellings: aet SwypbrihteeweaXdo 940* atSibri^hteswealde 922 ( DOS 766 and 797)* . ihertesuuald 
(CO)#
Ihe OE fora is wlfrboorhtoe wald# In tho 940 
reauln& each inplooivc w appears with 8 in a consonant 
group* cince jgw Is a strong consonant jroup* the first 
w would hardly ho lost but for tho Influence of the second# 
Metathesis of £ and JL is not unusual# : rom the variant 
spoilinge above it m y  be concluded that dissimllutoxy 
elision occurred at an early date* at some in tho
tenth century#
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e# m m m *  1*433? m a  wt* tmy
Variant spellingsI Baatuuinlnc and Estwlnlc {X3B)#Ec twonis X24& (Fees)* Eatwlnch 1254 (Y&1)| $©susml© 
(20)* Weatmanls and *s©etwin±o 1193 (PF>* ftestwlaoh 1254 (Val)«
Th© root of the etymology is In OE wroft̂ wfo#
Th© unwonted repetition of f i n  a succeeding syllable was 
certainly influential In causing the loo a of tho second £« 
According to Efcsall* Its loss may also be partially 
ascribed to the influence of jj# The variant speUlngo
recorded above give evidence that the change occurred In
Old ihgHahf
7# A2E0LUE, Li# {m)
Variant spellings I Haoeholn c 1113 (UL3) * Haxlholna c 1150 (Pr>* Aaslholm 1179 (?). lioMholm and Axlholm 1253 (61)#
Xa this word both &•© are ©ariosive# The speaker's
consciousness of the second aspirate leads M m  to foe! that
the first is superfluous# It Is interesting to note that
It is the initial JJ that is Ice t# In a n a m e  such as E&X£3T
the Initial aspirate is retained because t&m s e c o n d  does
not follow# Tho changed and unclisngoa. forms ©com to have
continued well into the thirteenth century#
8# EAUXliAM, Hf# (EK)
Variant ©pollings* ;rlham (OB), 1X63 (P), 1X9B (Fees), 
Ilerlhfim 1196 (FF) and 1242 (Fees)#
The first element may possibly be OE ©orlj If so#
no dlsslmllatl n is present# The personal aarjso liorô a.
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is also a faix»ly safe oonjoofcur© for tho root of tho rirofc
element of tho name# ir that 1b true, then tho initial
H la lost, thus JLvln^ regressive dissimilation# (01%
AXHOLME supra)# Hare la Is round as tho first element of
3ABLIU0, 1IARLITI0T03J, HAHI/TOtf# In these names, however,
tho Initial aspirate Is retained because there lo not a
second h present to dlsslmllate it# forms with and
without evidence of discinilatory loss seom to continue
well into tho thirteenth century#
0# IEKEKSALL, Bt>* (EK)
Variant spellings: Hinkershll 1242 (I ©os), XilnkerohilX e 1290 (3L), Hlnckreshill 1264 (Ipm)#
The name originally bogan with an H, which
according to vkwall# was lost hy dissimilation (bofor© the
loss of tho seoand h) • The ^oneral toncloncy toward
re^resolvo diselmllrtory loss is followed in that the
Initial aspirate is dropped# There 1c no evidence that
tho omission occurred earlier than tho latter part of the
thirteenth century#
# W  #  X  •-> t  -l t
or dissirdlatory loss of Jt in this nuzae ant in 
others of Its type# so© DIGESTER supra,
11# GAYUURGT, Bk. (Vk)
variant spellings: catcherst (03), G&herst 11C7 (P)# 
The OE fora Is £ata-hyrst« Mxwall aoorlbc s tho
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loss of the first t, to Borman influence, but It ic very 
likely that the | of the -favrat element had com© influence 
on tho first £# The intervocalic Jt standing in an 
inter tonic position would easily ho dlssimllated toy a Js 
in an ©lament so established os a part of the place-names 
M  "i9£2&* It; lo interesting to note that the unchanged 
form also survives in OATHUKST# rrom the readings above 
it any ho seen that the change probably took place at 
some time in the twelfth century#
12# WZBWXCK, La# (EK)
Variant spellingss Wlnequio 1170 ff« (P)# vinowichISOS (P)# Vyn*quic l£l2 (Pees)#
The 1170 m d  1312 f onas above each show the 
pres once of two voiceless velar stops in tho last element#
lb© unusual repetition of a second. j£ sound in such close
proximity to the first resulted in tbs first*a toeing lost# 
Hero a single Implosive oonsonanto dlssimilatea a combined 
explosive (lew)# makln^ the direction regressive# The 
last two recordings above would indicate that there was
a period of transition in which both tho changed and
unchanged forms were heard# Tho loss evidently took place 
some tine in tho first quarter of tho thirteenth century#
seotiom 5— Change of £«£
This section comprises words taken lurgely from
X  firkwall and Daohrisson# At least ono nano was supplied
by Ooodall#^ By far tho largest number of words evincing
dissimilatory change fall into this class* Though some
of tho oases of dissimilation are dubious* moot of the
claims here may bo defended with more Justification than
in several other sections* In nost oases r-jr changes to
£ri °** or &-£J tho doubtful but curious change of
£"£ j£-21 is also found.
1. ATSPIBFOR?̂ * YU {££)
Variant spellings: Anprofordo (IB)* Ampleford 1167 (P)
The first element originates in OE ampre# The
preface of a aeoond r in tho familiar element of place-
names -forth and the in ertonic position of the syllable
containing the first £ have resulted in tho change of £-£
to i-r# Also* not so much energy is needed far tho tongue
to aid in tho formation of JL after tho labial stop £ as
in tho formation of £• That tho change probably occurred
at some time in tho twelfth century is evinced by tho two
m — m — — — m w i h » o w » mi* nww i
1. Ctacfor̂  ..lotlqpuiy of iscXXab
2* H* n• laxmrisson* "The French 2hfluonco*,, Introduction to tkm Survev of rnglloh Place-names* ed. 7:Y ifawer and 77 TTr^dTSEEm T&caSrf^/1 $9SE)*rirt 1*5« A* Goodall* "Distant ;isoimilu tion,w Modern ManpaftffS
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readings above#
8# ABHHAX.SVfORTO# Ha* lm)
Variant spellings$ Aeaoere® wiorto 009# Aoactacreowoorb (DSC 624# 706)# Csmeresworth 1171 (Dp;*
Tho OE form of this none la > Aeeosaaeroo worth*1
All of the variant spoil in^o cl von above oliow tho presence
of two r*s in the ncme* :ho fir at r, explosive and in an
Intertonic position# ia cl s stall a ted by tho r in -worth*
an element ao familiar in plaoe-namos that It will accept
change under only tho most unusual conditions* Tho chance
of £«£ to n-r la unusual and Is possibly to bo accounted
for# at loast in part# by the asslnilatory influence of
the m which precedes it* Tho change took place In or
after the last quarter of the twelfth century*
3* BULOTHODE* Bk* (EK)
Variant spoiling: Burctrodn 1100 f*# 3urostro<la 1103 f*# Burestrod 1106 ff« (?)# Bolestrode 1100 (Our)*
In tho unusual consonant combination rotr (some 
ferns having a prosthetic e between the r and the jb}# It 
lo the first £ which Is chunked to ̂1 because such a 
change would interfere loss with familiar n^llsh 
consonant î roup®* (In BULPHAII# for which such early forms 
a® DureAhefen 1244 and Durcefen 1247 e::ict# an ̂  lo 
substituted for r throujti Borman influence when 
ulseiailation lc out of tho question}* -ho probable date
8 1
Of the ohange would be at some time In the latter part
of the twelfth oenttuy*
4* BULVERHXTHB* Sac* (EK)
Variant spelling©J Bulewareheda o 1150 (Fr)* Burewarehth© 1289 (Pat)*
This nano has its origin In OB burnwara foffp* In
the 1229 reading the two r1© are to be found* but curiously
enoujh* on earlier reading Give© one of the £fs a© an 1.*
*hls nay bo tsfcen as evldenoe of a period of transition in
which a disslmlletory chance was becoming »et* l&wall
doe© not mention dissimilation in connection with this
name* but rather attribute© the chance to tforatan influence•
(Cf* BULSTRODE, BULFHAK ©UPra )»
5* POLPERRO* GO* (EK)
variant spellings; Portplra 1503 (Pet)* Porplra 1379 (AD ill)*
Iho first dement of tho name 1© (Op)north, 
meaning •port#® In the chanc® of £~£ to an implosive 
r 1© changed by an explosive £, giving regressive 
dissimilation* (Of* A2.IPLBF0HTB) * Prom the variant 
spellings wlven abbwe it may be assumed that tho chance 
occurred in the Biddle njlish period*
6* PrtPSBALL* La* (OOOXVUX)
Variant spelling $ Precoura 1108* Pressoro 1177*
Dissimilation 1© progressive here in that the
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seecand £  is changed to an ̂  &8 a result of tho influence 
of the firsts :uoh u change, contrary to the normal 
diroot ion of dissimilation, ic perhaps to be accounted 
for by the strength of tho consonant group Pr and the 
position of tbs second r in a post-tonic syllable* Tiie 
change evidently took place in or after tho last quarter 
of the twelfth century*
7* RICIQSAHSWORTH, Ert* (EE*
Variant spellingss Prichemare words (EG),
Klksmareswarth 1106 (Ch)#
Ihc regres s i v e  d l s s i m i l c t o x y  change o f  r - r  to jwa? is 
pa r a l l e l  to that i n  ASHJiAXiSWORTH s u p r a * m  niOIlVfdiSC/OHTH 
tho i n i t i a l  ^  m a y  h a v e  a l s o  b e e n  a cont r i b u t i n g  f a c t o r 
to the d i s s i m i l a t o r y  tendency* ~ho change evid e n t l y  
o c c u r r e d  i n  or  af ter the t h i r t e e n t h  century*
8. SALISBURY, W* (EE and £).
1205 (Layanon), Nova oarlsberla 1227, (Salisbury)* 
Searoburn is an oi: remodelling of : icmano-Br 11i ah 
corblodunum* Vho change of the? intervocalic £ to ̂  was 
cue to the influence Of r in the stable -burg element*
She inquiring of articulation because of lack of 
vividness in tho verbal imago of the fix'at r resulted in 
the nearest oontinou© sound 1* It may bo assumed that the
ihc OB fora of this name lo VUfoa&epes worfr*1
lASQ 1 srxsberie CEGJ* GuleGDir*
c h ange p r o b a b l y  o c c u r r e d  at some time I n  tho twelfth 
century#
9* SHROPSHIRE <CK and HOTT)
Vari an t  s p e l l i n g s  forobbcGbyrlgfloIr 1 0 0 8  (A5C)* 
f o r c b s a e t o n  1018 (A3C)# o c r o p s o i r  (11 ? h ) # Golropesolre (EO)# sorobscyr 1 0 0 7  (AGO), Oalopesoira 1094-0 (Pr) and 1 1 5 6  (P)*
Salop or Salopla (showing 1 fox* £) lo f r o m
oar liar sorooslre* In  w h i c h  tho c o m b i n a t i o n  e h r o p * w h i c h
did n ot  exist I n  ,n ^ l o - U o r m a n ^  w a s  alte r e d  to s a r o pI
whereupon saropsohlre was turned Into Galopaolre* Vh©
b o o ond £* as we l l  as tho c o n s o n a n t  g r o u p  u n k n o w n  in
Anglo-Uora&n* was in f l uontial In b r i n g i n g  a b o u t  tho
reg**os&iv© dissimilation of to 1-r* Ihlo Gix.nw©
dates f r o m  the e l e v e n t h  century*
10* SKEIAUlfTIIORPE* YVT (SK)
Variant spellings: G c e l nortorp (IB)* 1 1 9 5  (P)*
Gkolmertorp 1242 (Fees)*
a o h  of the r e c o r d i n g s  above chows the p r e s en c e 
or two r ' s  I n  this name* vho first r* inploalvc and in 
a n  Inter tonic position* is c h a n g e d  to n b y  the Influence 
o f  the seconu r, w h i c h  o ccurs in tho © fcymologlcally 
co m p a c t  - t h o r p  olemont* b u t  in w h i c h  the £  la r e t a i n e d  
b e c a u s e  there is n o  second £  to dlosinilat© It* Ixo 
change was e v i d e n t l y  late* in o r  a f t e r  tho second h a l f  
of the t h i r t e e n t h  centuxy*
11# SPERH&IX, Wa* (EK)
Variant spellings: fpernore (DD )f Gporenoura X1V0 f# (P)t apermovere 1328 (Ch)«
Ilia three recordings above show the prosona©
OT two £ vs« An Implosive £ here dlsslmilates an r in the 
final syllable# Oho direction la in this case progressive, 
probably because of laok of stress on tho final syllable 
anu the semantic value of tho first element* dtyo change 
was ciuite late# in or after tho first half of the 
fourteenth century#
12# TiRniL# we# (ek)
variant spoil Inge: fyrerhge o 1109 (cvvuc x)# Tyrrgh 1257 (P)# Tyrol 1292 (̂ w)#
In tho 1189 reading an explosive and an Implonlve 
£ stand la one syllable; the second £, bo lag In a post- 
tonic position# would easily bo dissiailatod to the 
continuant 1* It is evident from tho variant spellings 
recorded above that progressive dissimilation occurred 
at some time in tho thirteenth century#
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:© o t i o n  6 ~ C h a n w© o f  3L-&
F or the e t y m o l o g i c a l  d e v e l o p m e n t  and phonolfi^loal
\c h a n g e s  I n  m o s t  of the words O i v o n  below, Fkwall* a n d
O 3Goodall* were tbs o h iof sources; a o h r l s s o n  was also 
consulted. in n u m e r i c a l  I mportance ahan&o of .1-1, follows 
logically a f t e r  o h a n 0© of r-r; too, this change lo 0 lven 
a s e ct i o n  a p a r t  f r o m  that of c h u n ^ c ©  In o t h e r  continuants 
because of tho fact that those ex a m p l e s  Illustrate a 
d e f i n i t e l y  m a r k e d  tendency of sound In com© Modern 
n ^ l i s h  speech. The c o m b i n a t i o n  .1-1. dlsslaillatos to 
r - 1  and n-OL*
1 . ^PPFRKUOVVLE, £fc. (MIC)
Variant s p o i l i n g :  Apollcnol 1317* Appurknoll 1 4 6 7
(verby).
iho 1317 reticiln^ shows the presence of two ,11 a, 
an* lie 1 4 6 7  r e a d i n g  Indicates that one of tho 3L*s has
b e e n  changed to r* Ihla change Is p a r t i c u l a r l y  i n t e r e s t i ng
b e c a u s e  it illus t r a t e s  a w e l l - d e f i n e d  tendency of 
dissimilation* Tho GE fo r m  is a p u l d o r - c n o l l  ♦appletree
1. i.liert Ekw&ll* ihe donclge Oxford dictionary of n^llsh Plac (Oxford, l036)•
2* ;*« O o o d a l l T  "vlstant ijisoimlla tlon*” M o d e r n  Lan^utu^e,,V1DW. vol. 12 (1017), pp. 1 0 - 2 3 . ---------
3. h. ; * haohrlsson, ".he r e n c h  l a m e n t * 11 In t r o d u c t i o n  
to the Aurvey of n^ll sh P l a c c - H u n o o , ©d* ~ . T  taawor 
a n d  F* M. . tenTon "(C u m b 1 1 d 0© , l^ o B ) V  Part I*
MXX* * in both eles&ento w e  et̂ paoXogictfiXXy
and eessantlel̂ r Important* tBSse i  to toe first
to an £» partly because t o  noam&X o m @ @
dlealiidLXatlQn to recessive and partly t o a m  of*
faet that to appears to an totwtonic syllable*
evidently took plane at soxse time to toe
fourteenth or fifteenth century*
2* BaESXSBM»E» YE {G0QBAXL}
Variant spellings* BerkiXdaXe 1286 (KX), 1307*
to to an totortonto syllabi© t o
to n by a m o a i  toito occurs to an
0Q^sqq. to plw^taais and hardly likely to suffer
Regressive dissimilation asxat have occurred. at aosae time
during toe fourteenth
3 * &mmoi&9 k . i m  and 2.)
Variant spellingss BeXtosoXt (X2B> ̂ BiritoaXt XX (l>M), BirehehoXt 12X0 (Fees)*
m&mXl does not record toe £S readings asr does
be mention dissimilation to connection «&to the etymology
of tills name* Zachrisson, however, to his discussion of
toe French element to KagXish, calls attention to the
substitution of the r for 1.* In l&agXXah tuords the change
of to jg~JL Is sost rarer than toe change from to
or to this ease an Implosive 1, to a eonsonant
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Qpoxip has disslmllatod an explosive 3̂ In un intervocalic
position* from tho recording© on hand a probable date or
o 1100 may be assumed for tho change*
4* GIVENHALE* YE (EK)
Variant spellings: Oouedalo (IB)* Oovoldalo e 1125(YCh 449)* Oovondule* Clveldal 1251 (FP)*
Ibo ro&r©salvo ulBslmll&tory change or fco
n~l, In this word Is parallel to that In Bartlndale supra*
In the Yw form of this name the 1 Is not dlsslmllated In
a reoordln& as late as 1516 (UV)*
5# IIINDERCLhY* 5f. (LK and OOODALL)
Variant spellings: Hildercl© 1015 (303)* Hllderclea (IB)* Illldercle 1254 (7&1)* Ilyldreoloa c 1095 (Bury)#
hv: first clement of this name nay b© ME hlluor 
(hyldyr* hlldertre) ’elVor1 j or possibly fflldar* tho 
genitive singular of the foandlnavlan porsonul-numo III 1 dp* 
rho second element lo OE olea ’claw*1 Vh© Implosive 1 of 
tho first syllable ic dlsslmll&ted, to n by the ]L of tho 
ocymolo^lcally compact -oluy element* uivlnw rc^rosolve 
dissimilation* (3ut note diLidfriiOdPi;* which ha© the sumo 
first element* but In which chore was no second 2l to 
©Is s Ini let© tho first)*
6* :ji:;ulrskij^e* yii (ee)
variant spellings: Hilrescholf (DO)* Illldorscclf1170-05 (YCh 635)•
'-'ho change of 1^1 to n-Ĵ  In this numo la parallel
to that in IIII1D®GLAY supra* Tho change ©vi&ontly took
place In or after tho last quartex* of tho twelfth century#
7* HINBEKWEXJL* YH <EK)
Variant spellings! Bildrewelle (IB)* Hllderwelle O 1140 (YCh 906)* Hildorwell 1204 (Cur)* 1226 (Ep>*
Tho development In this name 1© parallel to that
in IirRDEBCLAY supra* Tho change took place in or after
the thirteenth century*
8* KEUSAL GRHEH* Sx. (EK)
Variant spelling#ICelsell Gron© 1557 (PXJMx)*
The only early recording of this narae shows tho
presence of two I1 a* n implosive 2̂ is ulssimil&ted by
a second implosive 1* Wivinw recessive dies inflation#
This example may bo taken as illustrative of the normal
direction of dissimilation* for dissimilation is here
regressive in spite of tho fact that tho first syllable*
in which tho dissimllated continuant occurs* evidently
bore the heavier accent* Tho change was quite late*
after 1557* if v© may fora & conclusion from the only
variant spellinc we have*
9* KLT7DALE* YE (00ODAEL)
Variant spellings: Choldal© (DD)* Keld&le 1202 (FT)*
Tho only two early rooordint>a ^Iven above show
the preanoe of two JPo* in implosive 1. familiar
place-name element -daje dlsslmilateo tho px’ocod i n g
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Implosive 1 to ||# giving regressive dissimilation* ^
Tact that the natural course of dissimilation is
re^resolve for psychological reasons, oombinod with tho
feet that the second .1 occurs in the syllable which most
likely tore tho heavier secant# is perhaps responsible
for the change or the first 1.
10# XHOWLE, Do, (EK and Z)
Variant spellings: Cholle (D3)# Chonolle (IB)# Cnoll© (IB) and 1285 (FA).
oids in which there is tho regrescl e 
dlsslallatory chaste of X.-1 to n-OL are voxy few In 
nullah. Many p rallcls nty be found in other languages# 
a# Latin ountellus from oultellus* In the formation 
of tho first JL# which is weak because of the confusion 
arising fxca the presonoo of tho second i# tho lack of 
energy causes the tongue to assume a position which may 
readily become that for the nearest continuous sound to 
jL# an n* vho readings above indict ie that tho change was 
of footed in the eleventh century#
11# OTDERDALE# YE (QOODALL)
Variant spellings: Hundolvesdale 1508# Ilundold&lo 1270*
The rocordlhg cs late as 1508 still shows the 
presence of two l/s in this name* vcntually the 1 in an 
inter tonic position is dlsoimilated to r by tho 1 of the 
strong -dale ©lament# ^ivln^ regressive dlooimilf. tlon*
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dootlon 7»«*Ch&nwo of nasal© 
the chief sources or;.wn on for tho word© In tMs 
section are ikwall1© Qxfosd r let loamy of nnlloh Plaop- 
lino© a tad daohrlsson*© chapter on tho trench Influence In 
the Introduction to tho : urvey or rr ,11 oh PX&oo-Iiumoa.
^lnoo examples of particular meal chaises ore not numerous 
enough to deserve separate sections, all word© exhibiting 
dls a inflatory change© in nasala are uroupod Into a single 
category* eUls classification Include© tho varying 
coobinations n-n to 1̂ -n and rwa to x̂ -n, X.-gu
1 .  DUiiUAM, DU. (fH and z)
orient spellings 2 uunholm c 1000 (feints) and 1056 (A5C)# uneheliao 1122 (II Hunt), onolme 1101 (Id ), furealiao o 1170 (Jordan fan to one) , : urari 1007 (nob oi).
In the lloimn change or 123 f Amelia, a weakened 
Form or GE .unholn to . urelrae, urouume, .Airooaao, durhaia 
(In an nullah apollin^ &arb), an a Is dice Inflated to an 
r by an n In thu following syllable. Because of the 
©eeane nasal, a loot Its nasality one became retroflex, 
with the result that an r wa© formed. parallel 1© 
four*- In the . renoh pronunoiu tlon of Haanflam In Holland 
as da or dan. hlo change ciutec from the. twelfth century.
2. HHGIXESTOKE or lUXTOI?, W. (FiC)
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Variant spellings: Hakenestan 1175 (P), H&kcnston 
1239 (Ch), Hakelston 1277 (Mlso), Hakonston 1318 (A0), Aoloston 1287 (Cl).
The presence of two n*a is to bo noticed In the
1175 rea<ln^» "Hi© vividness of linage Is weakened In th©
first n by the repetition of tho identical sound In tho
last olanantf It loses its nasality, and an 1 Is produced,
which, like g, is voioed. Tho changed and unchanged toms
seen to have continued in existence from the last quarter
of the thirteenth oentuxy until well into tho fourteenth
century, when the fora with completely supplanted the
unchanged fbrsu
3 ,  KIL&EHSDOS, S o . (EK)
Variant spellings: Eunemersdon 951 (ECS) 809, Cbononeresdone (IB), Klnemeresdon 1176 (P) •
Tho first element Is OE Cynenaer. Bccuueo of the
presence ox the second nasal m, n loses its nasality to
become X§ thuo J.vinw regressive dissimilation* ho
lack of readings prohibits datin̂ , tho change any more
definitely than at some time after the twelfth century*
4* TARLHTGE, 01. (EK)
Variant spellings: Tornenton© and Torentun© (DB),Toleton 1291 (Tax)*
ihc x*ô raooiv© diselmllutoxy change of n-n to 
1-n rcsvil te probably from tho presence of the n in tho 
familiar place-name element -tun. TAHLETOU is a vaxlont 
of T OBIITOH, in which tho tloxrman T ie i*ot substituted
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for Th and which shows tho retention or tho two nf
from tho IB readings it may bo assumed that tho last
quarter of the eleventh oont&ry was a period of
transition in which both Toms were heard*
5* V&'AtHAK OREIH l̂ MX* (2K and Z)
Variant spellings s v*emdene 1274, Wonden 1270, vvi-.naa Grene 1545 (Fl ) *
after tho dlooimilatory change from onden, 
.Vanden to Wtdoam, the n was cieslmiln tod to an 1 by the 
m in the following syllable# In several cases in 
nolish, apart Tram the llormen influence, n-m changed to 
1-m or r«at In this* particular word, ro&r©solve 
dissimilation occurred at a late date, certainly in or 
after the last quarter of tho sixteenth century#
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Section 0— Ohcn ê of ontale
1Vho words In this list were chosen from Clrwall*
who Jod o not ascribe all tho changes In tho Centals to
dieGimllatlon* These seven words* all of whose
etymologies are by no means certain* furnish a
oosai'aratlvoly snail portion or tho ox nplos or
dissimilation th t have boon collected* Ilowevor* the
few words showin^ dlaoimllatory chun^o In dentals
definitely fora a well-marked category* variety of
changes is in evidences J5-J& bocomos jd~t* Jb-£* Jfc-n* t̂-f j
d-d becomes n-d.
1. DEDHAMPTOXI* Ha* (EK)
Valiant spellings s Det&metona (IB)* Bethfoaetona 1167 (P)* Bedhanpton 1249 (Asa)*
Ekwall derives the 1‘irst element of this word 
from OE bdte ’bect-root* ’an etymology that Is 
strengthened by the early IB reaalnc showing £ In th© 
first part of the word* If the etymology 1b correct* 
obviously the change from Jt to £ could be explained, by 
dissimilation* which here is only partial* since one of 
the voiceless consonants is Olvon voice without a change 
in the place of articulation* Inc© tho first t was
1* Ilert rkwall* Iho coneloo Oxford Blotionury of n^llsh Place-Names Voxfordy iOuCT*~''
followed immediately by the voiceless spirant h, the
oould not bo oonoluolvoly oliovm to ha v e  b o o n  tho
result of voicing throujx partial dissimilation*
2* CAFUEISTOH* Sa* (EX)
Variant spellings* Curtistune (IXS)# Cordlstone 1276, Gardestone 1277 (Ep)»
Che change of tho first a to t, altiioû Ji fairly 
re&ulrr whon preceded by £, in this case was undoubtedly 
aided by tho dls simile tox*y influence of tho following t# 
degressive dissimilation was probably In progress at the 
time of the DD reading* as oan bo told by a 00 reading 
Garv: in tune for CaBEIXGTON* However, Lkwall ou^oootB an 
etymology dependent on OE Garde# eCradda# eCraeddl# **or 
the llko.**
3. DCHSTALL, LI# (EX)
Variant spellings: Vonosfcule (DB), Cunotal# Dunctul, o 1110 (LIS).
DuHSTALL, St* (HK)
Variant spellings: funstall (lb DM)* . onestal 1272 (a88)»
In these two words h a s  dissinitiated to j|rJ&
by voicing of the first stop* Che reason for thu change 
rests In the prooln noe ^ivon the f i r s t  syllabi© t h r o u g h  
lunt>th and stress; tho aounti b o i n ^  In tho sound
eorabinution at, would hurdly have changed boouuao of th© 
familiarity of tho c o m b i n a t i o n  e n d  because of tho vo'ooless
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spirant in the combination* The change was takin^ plaoo 
in the late eleventh anti eai'ly twelf th oontuiiosf
4. EOIJEWEEIt* 3f • (EK)
Variant spellings: Mune£a~* EUngadona (IO) $Vunegeden 1194 (P)* Eon© we done 1254 (Val) #
Tho otymolo^y of this nano* according to T:kwall# 
la found in the OE aundlnga-denu. Th© nd combination of 
the OE for* is changed in such a way that the d m y  have 
become an n or been lost through. dissimilation with the 
d of -denu. This change was certainly hastened by 
t sslnilation, since nos , of tho consonants contained In 
tho word are nasals. This name is one of many cases in 
which it io extremely difficult to as^ldh a chance to 
assimilation or dissimilation. It is psrhops best to 
say that tho two forces worked in conjunction.
5. T/£GLnE3TGH# Nf. (E*C)
Variant spellings? lucolueotuna (DB)# Cakolucston 1105 (P)# Tacolneston 1003 (Our).
Tho first ©lemont of thlo name Is derived fx’om 
the OE pex*eonal-name latwulf . Tho change of tho second 
Jt to is an unusual dissimilation# boin^ the only 
exaiapl© found in tho woruo investted. osumino that 
the etymology is correot* one can only say that the ohange 
seems to have no very acceptable explanation* though tho 
intervocalic position of the consonant between the two 
back vowels n,wht have Influenced the change •
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6, T;*jn;iiioTont sr • (nic)
Variant spoiling®* la tin tuna (DD)# Tatln^etona 1100 (P)# -tun, 1100 (F7)# ?afcln£fcano 1064 (Vul).
the ahanwo of tho sooon^ t to g dooo not appear 
in any of these loadings* UncLoub todly the t. was chunked 
by tho dlsslmilatoiy lnriucnoe of tho Initial and lust 
t1 s one by tho ascInflatory influence of tho v o l a r  nasal 
In tho second syllable# (Cf• !:onn DEN supra)*
7# TEAfTORD, La* (EE)
aiiant spellings: tratford 1206 (P)# ftraforcl©1212 (RDE)# Draffodt o 1200 (LaCh), 1212 (:©os)#
Under Honson influence tho initial S wa© lost 
from OE ^tretford* Dh; change of the £ before the £ to 
£  is partly clue to assimilation and partly to dissimilation* 
fho throe forms ctratford* ftraforde* and Drafford existed 
contemporaneously In the thirteenth century* (Cf *
EGUEVDEIi supra),
Section §»*Chan&e of Miscellaneous Consonants
T h e words In this section are taken I'rom Bkwall3,
2and ooodall* Because these examples of dissimilation
are so Tew (and In some case© doubtful) an- because they
do not Tall readily Into any of the larger categories,
they have been Included under a section or miscellaneous
changes* ĥo ohsn^es ^lven her© Include k«k to k~t,
k-th* k-£ (t)| h-b to w (through v)-bj th«*th to je-th;
£-8 to th-a* :he names arc ^rouped alphabetically
uocordn^ to the typos or changes listed above•
1* BSCHICK, YE (EK)
Variant r.pollln̂ s: Aacric 1107 (YCh 554 )# Coorlo1169 (P) # 1230 (Cl)# Eskerlok 1227 (PI ).
till the recoiMinoS of this nano# as wo 11 as tho
present form, show the presence of two k sounds* In folk
pronunciation, though, the name Is Cscritt; that is, tho
second k has boon changed to a t sound* It may bo that
analogy 1© responsible fox* such a change, but dissimilation,
as unusual as It would bo in this case, Is not out or the
question*
2* IIATLEX, La* (GGODALL)
1* ..ilert kwall. Jao Concise Oxford dic t i o n a r y  of n^lishPX^oo-H^ a (OxTordV TBOT7.----------------  U---2# doodall, w; lotant 1 os Inflation,M nouern ovlew. vol* lb (lb!7), pp. 1G-25*
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According to Ooodall, thlo name formerly appeared
as I la cl aka, I lake lakes# Both of tho so recordings chow the
prosonco or two Jcf3i In the present form of tlio nano ono
or the lefs has bo n changed to a t# fisslallatlon Is
in this coso re^roscive, an lnploelv© k of tho final
syllabi© ht vin^ uisslmlluted an ldontioal volar stop In
the first syllabi© • (for another example In which k
Is evidently diesimilafced to t, see E3CRICK supra)#
3# rOIOTttTH, YE (OCkvDAIX)
Variant spellings: Voncuulo (IB), Honkewyk 1565#
*t recording as 1st© as 1365 shows tho presence
of two kfs, :hc second, a single implosive velar stop,
is dissimllated to Jh by tho first, a combined implosive
velar stop# the progressive dioeimilatory change is
unusual, particularly cinoc each ©lament was well known
in pluco-namca, Isslmll&tlon was evidently lato. In ox*
after tho fourteenth contuxy*
4# SCAGGLETIIORP, YE (EK)
Variant spellings: cachetorp (DB), ' cake 1 thorp 
1297 (Subs)*
That ulooimilatlon accounts for the change boro
from k-k to k-£ is dubious, for k is often voiced to the
corresponding velar stop* It may bo, thou*jh, that
dissimilation was u contributing factor.
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S* SKIKVITH, YE (HI)
Variant spellings; cchlpwlo (CO), : cipowla 1166 (P), Vcippowio 1200 (IT), Lkipwith 1291 (lax)#
The 1)3 and 1200 readings above would indicate
that this naxao ox̂ idinally contained two k sounds* The
k Is disaimllated to th by an explosive combined k or
tho first syllable, resulting in progressive dissimilation#
(See MCIIKWITH supra) ♦ Ilia change evidently took plaoe at
some time in the thirteenth century*
6# SHREWSBURY, Sa* (EK and HOLT)
Vaxiant spellings: Tcrobbensis 901 (DCS) 587, (at) Scropesbyri 1006 (A3C), dcrobbesbyri^ 1016 and 1102 (A3C), Sciropesberie (DB), Salop© sbor la 1094-0 (Fr}»
The OE form is SorobbeoburL* A very unusual
ula simile Lory change ro suite in the change of b-b to v-|>,
wivin^ shrovesbury* vheno© shrowsbuxy* Tho spoiling
Shrewsbury arose on the analogy of words like shrew and
shrewd* The unusual repetition of the voiced bilabial b
caused the Hr at to be weakened and changed to the
corresponding voiced labio~dental sound v* The chian̂ © is
merely one of place of articulation#
7* LOUTHWAITE, Cu* (EE)
Variant spellings: Thoujbthuayth 1500, Tou^hvmit©1461 (CWUS xxlii).
The X'irot element of the name nay be 03 poh
•clay, • perhaps later aer:o ;iatocl with oouth* A
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dls slnlla tory change or th-th to B~th would bo qulto 
unusual; It Is likely that analog or folk ©tymolo^ 
qocounts fox' tho ohan&o, but a dlssl dlatory tendency 
may have been a contributing factor#
8* THXXEEDALE, YE (EK)
.Variant spellings: lxte(n)dul©, Xlstendalo (UD),
Six ten© dale 1157 (YCh 554), sixendalo 1207 Cubs).
Ttls name nust bo Intei'preted as originally 
tSlfctst6ln>8 dale, 1 in which I* Ic tho Initial letter In 
the first two syllables* rho change of js-jj, Is mofet 
unusual, and It is quite likely that some force other than 
dissimilation accounts for it* ; Isslmilation, though, 
may have been a contributing faotor.
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Fart IIA Peculiar change of r plrcmts
This second part la concerned with a disc ini 1c tory 
chanc© which often took place, particularly in EUdale 
rn^llsh# when two spirants were placed in juxtaposition*
One of the spirants# when there is a change, Invariably 
he cooes a dental stop* TMs peculiar change is given 
treatment apart from other cases of dissimilation 
considered in this work# for it represents only a 
temporary change-** tendency toward dissimilation— which 
left no permanent effects on the language*
three works served chiefly as sources of examples 
Of this disslmllatory change among spirants* Oho first of 
these Is A Bestiary,1 which cones from Arundel VS 202# in 
the British Museum# of about tho middle of the thirteenth 
century* It is & translation of the Latin Physlologua of 
rheobaldus* and represents tho language of tho Southeast
QEidland* Gha second is the Gnsulua# composed at ccsao time 
in the first half of the thirteenth century in the dialect 
of Last Anglia. Ghie work was chosen largely because of the
1* Ichard Morris (ed*)* .n Old ngllsh Mscollany (including -A Bestiary.- pp* 1-2577 b r t W ^ l r  lyEnglish Text society, Original f ©rles* 49* London, 1072 (reprinted 1927)* All future page and line references are to this edition*2* r.obert Bolt (ed*), Ihe Oraulua (Oxford# 1070)# 2 vols*
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author* s reliability, particularly In regard to the 
meticulous care be takes In bis spelling :bc third 
source is Car 1©ton Brown*s  collection o f  thirteenth-* 
century lyrics*^ Broim bus f ai thfully Col lowed his 
manuscripts, making as few emendations us possible; the 
original forms o r  those few changes arc In each case 
recorded* no lb© r roe son Tor tbo selection or this ^roup 
of lyrics Is that the various pieces represent dates 
covering the whole ran&e of the thirteenth century as 
well as nearly every dialect or n^lund*
It must be remembered that in the thirteenth 
century a strict ortho^&pby bud not been established and 
spelling was largely phonetic* or that reason tho word 
as It appears In tho manuscript represents as nearly as 
possible the spoken word of the thirteenth century, ith 
tho coming of the press, spelling was more or less 
standardised, and dlssimiletory tendencies evident in 
early manuscripts disappear*
Ho attempt has boon nude to ascemble an 
exhaustive collection of words illustrating dlsslmilatory 
tendencies in theso various works* xample s are wlven, 
though, In sufficient quantity to be illustrative*
3* larleton Brown (ed*}, mil ah lyrics of the Ihlrtcanth 
Century (Oxford, 1952 ) • T T  ’fuTuro p d© and- lino " references aro to this edition*
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Tho behavior of spirants In the Middle nJLIch period 
could well be made a subject of further Investigation# 
In the Bestiary a J> often becomes £ after s# 
ror Instance# In the line
the £ of tmk has became a voiceless dental stop* vidontly 
we have here a case of simple progressive dlsslzoll tIoni­
an attempt to avoid the difficulty of uttering two splrfcnts 
In such close succession# Thi t tat Is not simply the 
author9e peculiar wry* of writing bat Is demonstrated by 
the fact that the demonstrative adjective occurs often in 
the same poem In an unchanged form# e# &##
Bare# however# ho spirant precedes bat to dissimilete the 
j»# In the line
bet as a demonstrative pronoun has been dlssimllated to t,* 
The change here#as well us that pointed oht above# may be 
described as only partial dissimilation# since only the 
8Bmer«*fiDCL not the place— of articulation Is altered#
The change# however# does not regularly occur# oven In the
elle he£ Is tat hll^
In b*t defte melden#^






saao author1 s work, as nay ho soon In
bis fis b&l is uni'ldo,7 
In whloh the |> of bat has been retained after jb.
A change parallel to that described above racy be 
seen in the line
Al is nan so Is tis era*
In which the J> of the demonstrative adjective bis has been 
dis stellsted to t>, 0aln# it mljat bo pointed out that 
occurs often when there is no tenedlatoly preceding 
spirant to dis stellate it, e, &«#
9and tus he neweb bim plB man.
Of rather common occurrence is the dis stellated 
form is te for is be* as in
1, „
Tumorous examples of the undlss tell & ted form be occur inIwmmm
the Bestiary; in no such cawap though, does ho spirant 
p re code the undls smilstod
These examples have been chosen at random from 
our poem* : thorough study reveals that Initial 
preceded by « Is changed to _t twelve times; in seven 
instances it remains unchanged. : ven though the changed 
forms outweigh considerably the unchanged f oims, the tendency
7# Ibid,| 1, SQ6«
8« Xbixr** 1, 30*9, ibid,, 1, 92,10, ibid,, 1. 29, Sec also 11, 106, 122, 181, 523,
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toward dissimilation, c a n  at bast be called sporadic*
It should be noted that our author does not seem
disturbed by the appearance of two successive words
beginning with fe, be brldda.11 be blrl,la be be,13
14te* fess* Nor does he ever seem disturbed by final J> 
followed in the next word by initial J>, ©•£,•# tû uaft Jje,^
■It M » * 16 »tt b».17 oe^eb ba.1B llveb bar,19 curaab be.20 
Obviously it is only the sequence s-j£ which troubles him, 
and thett not always* It is to be observed that dissimilation 
is in every case of the progressive type, a fact which is 
difficult of explanation, since the normal course of 
dlssimila tlon is regressive*
In the Ormulum such phrases as t**k te bett, 
bess te bettre* and frees te mare* ©*£*, in
& tatt te folic all fross te bett*^
or
All fress te bettre sifrfrenn̂ 2
or
23/JL1 fress te mare blissann 
11. Ibid** 1. 23*12* ibid*. 1* 200.13* ^5I3*i 1* 216*
14* ISIcT*. 1. 204* lb* iblcf*. 1* 85*
16* ibid*. 1* 158.17. ISiar*. 1. 189.18. ibid., 1. 216.19. ib id*. 1. 513.2D • 335I2.» 1* 512.21* Holt, op* clt.. I, p. 12| 1. 445.22. Ibid*, X."pT"32Q, 1. 0410.23. ibid., I, p. 12, 1* 444.
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occur twenty-five tiaes*^ In tho entire prnulup there 
Is not & single occurrence or ho so ho bett* hose he bettre* 
or he as he sere* tvidontly w© are deulin^ horo wi ill a 
simple case or progressive disslnilatlon* in which the 
second or too spSrants is changed to the corresponding 
voiceless dental stop* It is also obvious that it la the 
jb of hess* and not tbs which effects the change* for 
occurs often in an undlssimileted form ufter words 
which have initial £  but do not have a fine! 8 * It is 
also equally demonstrable that the use of te is not an 
ortho&raphlo peculiarity of our author associated with 
the words bett, bettre* and siare* for the £e is retained 
before those words in such lines as
aoc patt hemm bepe poo bett2 5
or
& follShenm Mara pe bettre2 5
or
2 7St haldepp warm pe ss&re*
It is true that te bctt and te ra&re do occur In the 
OnauluB when tiny are not preceded by s> us rasy bo seon in
2 1 * Hals fact wbs pointed out as curly us 1 8 0 2 by r. A* Blackburn, Bihe Chan̂ ;© of p  to t in th© Orrznulum* * Maerlean Journal of PhilolOi^y* vol* 3 (1 0 0 2 ), d* 4 9 * 
2 5 * ifolt7 op. cit“ l# p. 1 * 5 5 4 8 *^ *  Ibid** II* p* 1 8 4 * 1 * 1 5 4 0 1 •
2 7 * ibiii'** I* p* 3 5 3 * 1 * 1 0 1 4 8*
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patt he ao vlsste nobht te bett2^
or
ooSe nobht te mare off Oristo.
Ihis would seem at first to be a refutation of what wo
have established above in re&ard to dissimllatory 
tendencies and their regularity* It will be noted, 
though, that te occurs in each instance after the word
nohht. and that the of pe is assimilated to the
preceding J; of nohht.
A few Illustrates© examples of dissimllatory 
tendencies in the thirteenth—contury lyrics will suffice. 
Xn MS Rawlinson G. 18 of the lyric * lhis orld*s Bliss 
'ill Sot Last1* the following line appears:
pa ahult haven as tu ha vest w r o k t . ^
It will be observed that pa has been dlssimllated to tu 
after as* xhls change is p rallel to those pointed oat 
above in exaiaples from the Bestiary and the Omulaa, in
which the second of two spirants Is changed to a dental
stop because of the influence of tho first. vidence that 
It is the s, which has caused the change Is furnished by 
the same manuscript, in which the second person singular 
pronoun occurs fifteen times as feu (not us tu): three
26. Ibid., H #  p. 83, 1. 11733.29* JETcT., II, p. 53, 1. 11734.
30. Sroin# op. clt.. p. 82, 1. 84*
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times in initial position* Tour times after a vow©! or 
diphthong, twice after n, twice after t, one© after 1, 
once after jr* once after f* and once after su file 
single appearance of Jm after gj (ellea jguS^) is difficult 
of explanation* though such an isolated appearance does 
not disturb the theory of dissimilation in ae tu* for 
we have already seen that dissimilation sometimes 
operates with irregularity* even unuer a given set of 
circumstances* In MS Arundel 248 of the same poem the 
same use of as tu is to be noted* and here* as In MS 
Kawlinson G* 18* this Is the only Instance of the pronoun 
with t_9 all others having
In •'Our Lady Sorrows for Her son” (Arundel MS 
248) as tie appears instead of as b e :
As te bihichte simeon*^
This one instance Is the only occurrence of te, although 
be is found thirteen times In the same lyric (but In no 
case after fs): three times In Initial position* twice 
after vowels* twice after twice after n* twice after 
f , and twice after r .
In the same lyric £e tridde Is found for 
be brldde:
aros hup-on be tridde day.s^
31* Ibid** p* 82* 1* 50*
32. ibid* * p. 83, 1* 18.
33. ibid.* p* 84, 1. 48.
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It may p o s s i b l y  bo that the change of |* to jt In triad©
Is accounted for by dissimilation# though such a 
supposition Is open to serious question. Phis instance 
o r  tho occurrence or tridde is the only one In the lyric 
In which it occurs; nor have I found another occurrence 
In any of the other thirteenth-century lyrics I have 
examined. On the other hand# brldde occurs very often 
(though not in this particular lyric)# and |>g bridee 
Is not at all Infrequent• Further doubt that 
dissimiletIon is present here lies in the fact thet no 
other Instance has been found in which the initial 
sound of the word dissimile ted the initial sound of a 
following word. Or the t for J> may be a scribal error. 
It is alw yc possible# though# that our poet consciously 





In the msln body of words wlvon In the previous
chapter certain tendencies are to be observed In ra0ard
to the behavior of alsslmllt*tlon* ioubtful cases arc for
the most part Ignored; nor Is any value as substantiating
evidence attached to Instances In which disslmlla tion was
elfec ted by & foreign Influence, such observations as are
made beln^ predicated on purely n^lish chances*
Conclusions which are drawn are set forth lie re In sections
corresponding to those In Chapter II* • t the end of this
chapter a general conclusion is ^Iven by way ol sunr^ry*
Part I Place- and Personal Kamos 
faction I ~  Loss of x*
Bo definite rul>s can bo established for tho 
conditions under which r will be lost through dissimilation 
however, certain tendencies nay be noted In such a loss* 
fhere seems to be a strong tendency toward regressive 
dlsslmllatlon, l«e«i toward the loss of the first £  
because of the Influence of the second, ©s ocially when 
the first £  occurs In an unstressed syllable* In the few 
Instances In which dissimilation is pxogressivo, some 
factor other than dissimilation Is usually discoverable*
%•
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2h© second £  may, for instance, occur in a syllable which 
i© particularly strong because or its position in an 
eleBent very familiar in place-names or In an element 
etymolo&lcally compact because its semantic value is 
recognised by tbe speaker or bearer* 11 other factors 
bein^ equal, dissimilation is likely to be regressive* 
whether tbe oontlnusnt occurs in a consonant ^roup or 
singly seems to be of decisive importance in only a 
very fee instances* bother tbe consonant is explosive 
or Implosive cppears to be a relatively unimportant 
fee tor*
Dissimilation seems to have been influential 
up to tbs thirteenth century, only two or three examples 
of dissimllatory loss of £  boinc, found as late as the 
fourteenth or fifteenth century* In sorao cases 
dissimlla tory elision took place durin^ the Old n^llsh 
period* That the tendency is not dead, however, can be 
seen very readily in the common pronunciations of such 
words as library and February* 
section 2 —  loss of i
Fhouth i  is on. or the consonants most often 
affected by ellsslmilatlon, its loss occurs In only about 
h^lf as many cases &8 that of £  does* Ihe factors 
^oveinln^ the loss of JL seem to bo raox-e clearly aeX lned
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then Uao«« oOvernlzio the loss or r* as In m e  cuss with 
£» the first of the two consonants Is Oonerally lost, and 
the loss of 1̂  is usually not In a stressed syllable* 
Instances of progressive dlssiailr tlon can usually be 
accounted for by such factors as analogy or etymological
V
eoapectnsss* Ihe single 1, (l«e*, an be^innin^ or 
ceding a syllable) Is in most oases the consonant 
dlasi»ileted# though chance may have accounted for such 
a  fact* Ihe position of 1 in the syllable seems to be 
of Importance* in fact,It Is in almost all instances the 
implosive 1 which Is lost*
The alsslallatory loss of 1 seoms generally to 
have occurred before that of r» since most of the examples 
show loss of 1 in Old n^llsh, and in every case before 
the Kiddle ] mulish djfrhfchonfclaa11 on of a followed by jL plus 
another consonant or final 1« 
section 3 ~  hoes of n
Dim shall a tory loss of n  ranks numerically in 
about the same class with loss of 1* Iter©, however, there 
are about as many ctaes of progressive loss as regressive 
loss* .hie unusual result is probably to be explained by 
the fact that the dies lml la ted n  occurs in about half the 
examples in a naturally weak Inter-tonic -In^ element* Ihe 
lose occurs in every Instance in an unstressed syllable
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in nearly ©very Instance in 6 consonant Oroup* It is an 
implosive n  which is usually lost*
The dates of the losses ran*,© from late Old 
m u l i s h  to the middle of the fourteenth century*
Section 4 —  Loss of other Consonants (£»£#h*t;#k) 
m  all cases dl salmi It tory loss of ii Is 
doubtful* though all the words have had the change 
ascribed to dissimilation* since Kkwall* Jordon* and 
Zachrlsson never unanimously fa vox' dissimilation and 
since the loss in every instance may be attributed to 
a more regular sound change* it seems unnecessary to 
resort to dissimilation as an explanation of the chance* 
It is highly problematical that the loss of v 
is ever cue completely to dissimilation* since the two 
oases in which dissimilation mi«^ht have been at work 
display contradictory factors*
If an h  is lost by dissimilation* it is an 
initial h  and in a stressed syllable* The three cases 
showing die alalia tory elision had lost the h  by tho 
latter part of the thirteenth century*
In the words investigated it is always true 
that the £  which is lost is in an implosive position 
In an unstressed syllable and is the first of the two 
consomantQ The change was probably complete In the
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thirteenth of fourteenth century.
In the single Instance or lose of k tho 
die simile ted. consonant occurs in a consonant ^roup 
mmu In an Implosive position, fhe lose is regressive* 
havin^ occurred in the thirteenth century, 
faction 5 —  Change of r-r
fhe sequence Is of foe tod by dissimilation 
nor© often than any other combination, and tho change 
is usually of the recessive type. The sequence r-r 
becomes mos t often ,1-r* but some tines £-1. or BrlL* fho 
change occurs usually in an unstressed syllable* and 
in nearly every case it Is a ein^le consonant which is 
dissimilated, Ihe position of the consonant In the 
syllable* explosive or Implosive* is not materially 
important in effecting the particular type of disslmilatlon.
Ihe time in which this change occurred In tho 
words stucled extends from the eleventh century throujh 
the fourteenth; however* the latter part of this period 
was one in which the two farms existed side by cl do in 
many cases*
action G -- Oh*nwo of 1,-1
The sequence 1.-1. dissisill̂ tos to n-3. or £1-1.# 
more often to n-1, :ho change ic in every ov.co rc0rcscive, 
in spit© ol the fact that tho changed consonant occurs as 
often as not In a stressed syllable, :ho continuant
1X5
die a trails, ted Is usually implosive and single.
The changes rsn^e in da to -eno roily from tho 
eleventli oentury to the fourteenth, on& bein̂ , found as 
late as the sixteenth oentury,
Section 7 ~  Change of Easels
Xhis claasifioation Includes the varying 
combinations n-n to V-n, and n-m to £-m, 1~S* ihe 
direction of dissimilation is in every case regressive, 
and in each instance It Is the single dental nasal which 
la dlsslallated under the Influence of either n  or m.
It is to he noted that the nasal is always chanced to 
another continuant, Llsslmllatlon takes place usually 
In an unstressed syllable,
ihe change took place almost entirely In the 
Middle nullah period.
Section 8 —  Change of bent&ls
ihe behavior of dissimilation In regard to 
dentals is not as clearly defined as it is with most 
other classifications, / vaxlety of changes is in evidence; 
t-Jfc becomes d-t, £-0 , U n ,  t-lj d-d becomes n-^d, ihe 
absence of a regularly regressive or prQ^rcecivo tendency 
might lead one to suspect that some force other than 
dissimilation accounts for the change, or that, if 
dissimilation did operate, there were certainly modifying 
factors at work at the same time, whenever dissimilation
Il6
takes place wlth dentals* ch- voiceless jfc becomes voiced 
In a stressed syllablo. sslmllatlon souxas to have aided 
the disc Ini latory change In como ctsos. In the slnwl© 
case or J^t to Jt-o.* the most plausible explanation would 
seem to ho the second jt’s position between two back vowels* 
a kind of lingual assimilation Influencing tiio die simila tory 
tendency •
Ihe change was probably complete at the ond of 
the thirteenth ccntuiy.
faction © —  Charge of Miscellaneous Jonson&nts
-ĥ  words In this section In which tho sequence 
k-k is coDoeined ere at best but dubious examples of 
dissimilation. It may well be suspected that In each 
case some factor ouher than alsslmilation— analog* folk 
etymology* volein̂ ,— has brought about the change. If 
dissimilation I- present* its nature la quite capricious*
Ih~ sequ. nee k-k results in k-Jt# k-h* k-th* t-k* and the 
direction ol the ehan0© not definitely regressive or 
progressive.
. or th eliî le change oi b-b to b-w (throujh v)*
see I - * i<60t © * d o* G.
Gince tho only two woicls In wuloh the sequence
•-£ lS concGinod uiaplay gq*> tragic toxy teiidencles* 1^ may 
be aB.umod that analogy Oi loco ouiex fore© accounted for 
change* or* at least* aided dissimilation.. .hav Is*
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dlsslmllation, If present at all* was probably only a 
c on tributory factor to a chang© which most likely would 
have taken place anyway.
Part II —  A Peculiar Change of bplrants
; rosa a study of several manuscripts from the 
thirteen til century It wcs found that Initial Is often 
disslallated by a llnal ja In the word lza edlafo iy 
preceding* -he £ Is always changed to tho corresponding 
dental stop, and the change Is always progressive. In 
some cases* ^  remains after jbj end thoujh tho dlssimll&ted 
forms outnumber the unchanged forms* -issimile tion as It 
concerns the spirants jb-|> must be termed sporadic.
roa the forc^oln^ conclusions drawn specifically 
from particular sections certain rather broad tendencies 
can be stated with some cet̂ ree of certainty. Dissinllatlon 
operates more freely In n^llsh when the liquids r and ̂  
are concerned* resultln^ el ther in the loss or change of 
one of ftica* In words showing nasals* dentals* and 
spirants* dissimilation Is also found at work* thoujh 
with much greater rarity.
In occurrence dissimilation Is somewhat sporadic. 
Its nature seems almost capricious at times* for very 
often It does not operate under circumstances cpp&roatly 
identical with those undor which If has operated In other
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words* la such cases It may reasonably be assumed that 
some oU»r tendency stronger than that toward dissimilation 
la Involved*
Tbe direction of dissimilation Is predominantly 
regressive| that Is* It Is the first rsther than tho 
second consonant changed or lost* This fact would tend 
to support tbe psychological theory that tbe perception 
of tbe second consonant so weakens tbe perception or tbe 
first that it is more susceptible to change*
?hen dissimilation Is progressive in its 
direction* some force which accounts for tbe reversal of 
tbe normal course or dissimilation is often discoverable* 
though not in every case* The first consonant may be 
stronger than tbe second for psychological or physical 
reasons and thus less subject to change* Moments 
familiar in place* and personal~mames anu elements whose 
semantic value is known are usually less subject to 
chem&e than elements of less common occurrence or 
elements whose etymology is not readily recognizable*
Other factors which may reverse tbe normal course of 
dlssimllatlon arc stress* assimilation* and ;olk etymology* 
Tbe role played by stress in Oovumin6 the 
dls slmllatlon of two consonants has never been adequately 
recognised* It is easily demonstreble that the consonant 
changed or lost through dissimilation is usually in an
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unstressed syllable* ; fcross I s  c e r t a in ly  iha s tr o n g e s t  
or th e  mechanical forces w hich determ ine the co a rse  of 
dlssimilation~some times stroa^ enough to  overcome th© 
psychological features of die simile tlon and rovers© the 
natural course of the phenomenon*
A ss im ila t io n  is in d u b ita b ly  c l o s e l y  a s s o c ia te d  
with d is s im i la t io n *  .he same p s y c h o lo g ic a l  and p h y s ic a l  
factors s e a s  to  determ ine i t s  o p e r a t io n . Of ton  i t  works 
In c o n ju n c tio n  wi th  diss lx n ila t io n # making the tendency  
toward a particular change doubly s tr o n g ; som etim es i t  
operates in s te a d  o f  c is s lm ll& tio n *  s s in i la t lo m  o f te n  
explains apparent e x c e p t io n s  to  x*ulos which seem to  
govern  d is s im ila t io n *
ho the r a consonant occu rs s in g ly  o r  in  a 
con son an t ^roup i s  r c l  t i v e ly  in o ii^ n lfic& n t in  d eterm in in g  
w hether the d ir e c t io n  o f  d i s s im i la t io n  w i l l  be p r o g r e s s iv e  
or re g r o s s l y . * Bor does the p oo l t  io n  o f  a consonant a t  
the b e^ in n ln^  or end 0.1 th e sy lla b i©  soon  to  be o f  or o a t  
importance •
In  the words l i s t e d  in  the body o f  t h is  work 
d is s im i la t io n  op era ted  fiom  the Ole ; n ^ lie h  p er io d  
through the Hide 1© n j l i s h  p e r io d , the le a d e r  number o f  
words havin^  become s o t  by the end o f  th e th ir te e n th  
contuxy* In son© c a s e s  b o th  form s e x is t e d  in to  th e  
se v e n te e n th  century* i .I s s im llu t lo n  today i s  a c t iv e  In
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the sptittn l&z^u«gei but the standardised spelling or 
written vn*_llsh prevents radical changes*
llaslallatlon, In Its occurrence, mast at best 
be called sporadic, lackln^ regularity; but ̂ bon it la 
present, it is governed by clearly defined factor®*
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Appendix X Eokhardt on i Assimilation
Since the Inception of my study of dissimilation 
Eduard Eokhardt has published an article "Die 
konsonantlsohe Glsalmllatlon lm r;nulischen, M which 
appeared In Analla In 1958* In his treatment he has 
welleoted and classified numerous examples of dissimilation 
In English* Even though some of the words which he lists 
are of doubtful value In a study of consonantal 
dissimilation In Bn&lish* I ^lve here the complete word 
list which Is found at the end of his article* lor 
doses inf on these words \ okhardtv s article may be 
oonsulted*
The symbol // Is used to indicate that a word 
Is not naturalised in n^llshf the symbol ## to Indicate 
that a word Is obsolete*
OLD KKGLISHceilendre red
curmealle scealfor, soealfre




























plALKCTAL ba(r)ter jJebbKhy) ton DirmlinTbh1̂  cont(rajry co(r)ner
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Da(r)li(nc)ton frail * flail # garnet* garner 
gartan * gartar geraflour* •gillyflower Olmol • garner ladlnarls « lardlneea ladner * lardlner Linoo{ In) shire
mu(r)derNotti(n)ghmapllllverpimrooe « primrose Robl(n)sansieerary * //oortlorarl ©quinsy * quinsy treat « trestle ■©111(ng)ton
In spite of hi a at times apparently strained
attempt at oompletenses, rckhardt fails to inoludo in his 
list several rather obvious words* Those words are briefly 
commented on here*
word best appears as betsta , be test, betst, showing the 
presence of two Jtfs* ' A* Read has c,iven me the most 
likely solution by pointing out that, when one consonant 
is lost from a group containing three consonants, it 
is generally the middle consonant which disappears 
(oasile, hand some) an that the loss is not of the same 
nature as in betsta* Thus beet is achieved by aioslmil&tory 
loss of J* on a the loss of the final vowel through lack 
of stress* a parallel charge Is seen In latosta to last* 
The variant forms existed e.t the same time in the 
thirteenth century end are to bo found In manuscripts 
from tiifX’eront parte of nglend*
for through the eleventh and twelfth oenturloo wo find ouch 
forms as penlng, penlno* ponlnng* penis* fter the twelfth
1* Loss of Consonants* In early mulish the
iho word penny also show© the lose oi a consonant.
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century the second m was lost, obviously because or 
dissimilation.
2# Chang© of Consonants# The Mod# :% word 
brimstone appears as brans tons# bremstoon# brims ton#
Iho first element of the word is related to ME brennen# 
so that the form with m Is obviously later# Iho modern 
word would then be the result of a regressive 
dlaeimilatory change in the nasals# It is possible that 
the dlsslmllatory change was aided by the aselmilstory 
Influence of the Initial labial# In any event, the 
chm^e was completed late In the Middle n^lish period#
OE recordings show a word papolstafi# which 
becomes Mod# E# pebblestone# as early as 1290 a form 
puble- Is to be found# r ram that time on the form with 
b Is increasingly common# This progressive oh&n0© of
2rSL 2r& I0 unusual#
The OE form of nostrils is noseblrles# showing 
the presence of two voiceless spirants, j» and $>* Chraugh 
proves civ a dissimilation tho £  becomes Jfc, giving 
nostrlle (with metathesis of r and 1) • A number of 
parallel dlcslmllatory ehan^us exist In leste from OE by 
lire's be# Mfte from OM fega» < i/3 blcf̂ yu), & Ihte from 
OE geslhb# helhte from OM hghfcm (AS hlehbu), and sic Ihte 
from OE oldegb#
frequently In Old n^lloh a b/ a, ii preceded
1 2 5
toy a voiced consonant, ©specially n# becomes voiceless* 
llais, Sind bo cam© slnfc* fho ohun^o was not regular, but 
occurred sporadically* fuob. forms a a orlmiam or orlnoaja, 
^ohlongds or ce&lenoda oocur old© b^ side* ihs loos of 
voice In £  is indicated in ouch a epollin^ as cynln^c» 
iboujz ibis clian̂ o is found in Old n^llsh, it Oiw not 
leave any permanent effects upon the lan^uaB®*
One word of oosiewhet doubtful value In which 
dissimilation may have occurred is huckleberry♦ If the 
word is derived from hurtlebcrry or whortleberry» 
dissimilation of a regressive type*
3* Dialectal Ciianc.es* : ovex̂ al disoinilutory 
tendencies are to be noted in various British ulaloota, 
such as syxmable* sinable* alnaablo for syllablei elmy* 
eloye* eloxal for enemyt romelant for remsnant* ;11 of 
these dialectal variations can be found uo early as the 
I'idulc n^llsh period*
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Appendix 11 A Hote on Dissimilation In Modem n^lleU
Al though tills work he© not boon cone or nod with 
dissimilation In Modern nwlloh* a note on the subject 
will not bo out of order IT It makes clear the relationship 
of oases or dissimilation in Modem in^lish to those 
treated in Chapter II* The Tact that all examples whloh 
have been investigated in this work show dlaslmll&tory 
changes whloh had become set in Old mullah or Middle 
rHollsh by no means claims that those some tendencies are 
not active in Modern mulish* Examples* however* drawn 
from Modern En^Hah must bo taken from the spoken language 
because the press has so standardised orthography that 
there Is little chance for dissimilation to make its 
results manifest in the written lan^ua^e*
hen the vosftl cords aro to be placed repeatedly 
in the same position* the tendency is often to mistake 
tho more rapid movement of attention for the slower one 
of articulation. As a result* ouch sounds as evelln£ 
or for evenlnc and partlouralir for particularly
are often hoard* In the pronunciation of library 
many speakers are likely to omit on £* although both 
are always present In spelling* There is ovldonce Tor
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both, progressive and ro^resalvo dieoinll,tory tendencies
In the various pronunciations of library flaT br-lj and
Ooibcvi] , in other words, suoh as ^obruory, reaervoi£,
secretary and veterinary, ther lo u tendency to omit the
first £ in pronunciation,^ Only the meticulous speaker
pronounces the first £ in surprise, whose ^onoral
pronunciation seems to befsApr«-X^  ̂ Ken.ody® attributes
this phonological change to assimilation of tho first £
to the £ which follows it, but Otto Ritter^ holds that
there Is a dlssimllatory loss of the first £ from the
consonant croup rpr# There is evidence of dissimilation
when negotiation ic pronounced with -elaahn, not shlffahn#
^OT U3u^ to use ouch an expression ua loosta use
has bean heard. The tendency to differentiate between
sounds on the part of children often wlvea xaema for mama
f oi" papa. In such a ton0uo-twin ter us Potor
Piper picked â peck of pickle peppers, one oi0ht Gay:
4Peter Picked,,, for Putor PI(per pi)ckod , ^Ivin^ evidence 
that the thought is ahead of the tongue,
5Ilempl has pointed out Instances of loots of £
1, 0, Kennedy, jurient n^llsh (Hew York, 1055), p, 220#
2, Ibid,, p, 218,5, TTETo Hitter, "Eloiner© Kltteilun^en,H Rrohlv fuer Kouore >prachen, Band 129, p, 223,4, L, bloomfie id, ?n Introdue 11 on to the ftuciy of LanfT̂ a ge Clew York, 1014), p, &1775, Beor^e iloopl, 1 Loss of r in nullah throughieainlla tlon," alulect"Hotea, vol, 1 (1095), pp, 279-201#
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throujh ̂ Isslmil. tlon In hio own dialect or . .on them 
Michigan# ccor̂  inw to him, there ii. evidence or 
dissimilation in the various pronunciations of there arc 
r] * ^  *[$**) • C , or[3 r] $ In the pronunc la ti one
where are \ k w f r ]  » f h u e  r j  aD **** k)  » [ k  ur- r j  t In the 
pronuno Ir 11 ons of far are rj W ; for her o r j ,
U ° t) » U arl P
iho following words usually show uioslmll tory 
tendencies (llempl); ©nte(x* )prise# o(r) tho^raphy, 
the (r )raone ter* comfo(r) ter* pa(r) tloulap, (hut participate) i 
less generally in afte(rjwarda, pe(r )fuiaery (always 
perfumes pe(r)formance (hut perfection)* end the proper 
names Punaot and Purmont for Purmort*
Other words list d by llempl **ro moro doubtftol 
end need not he ^iven aor©.
1# Ihe symbol a uaed her© are those used by I.tompl, who has adopted the system of the American delect Aoelety* Is used for vowol In wfuir.M
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Appendix III Vowel Dlslmilation In mulish
Thla study has b o o n  ©trictly co n c e r n e d  with 
consonantal Uloslrxlla tlon, end no attempt has b o o n  made 
to consider vowel dissimilation# w h l o h  lies b o y o n d  the 
alms or thlo present work# It would perhaps b o  not amlsc, 
though# to pro sent in this section a brief view of the 
chief features of vowel dissimilation in English, so that 
at least its general nature may bo clear# The examples 
wivon below are drawn# for the most part/ from Sarrasin^# 
end they do not by any means form a complete list of the 
case8 of vowel dissimilation# They may# however# be 
t&kenoes representative#
It le well known that OK Initial w  and to a less 
extent/^] exercise an aseinllutory Influence# fheae 
sounds also exerolse a cllsslmllutoiy Influence, but in 
Kiddle n^lish# and particularly In the douthorn dialect# 
a coneiteration of this vowel dissimilation 
in Kiddle n^llch helps to eiiplain certain peculiarities
1# re^or farrazln# "VooaluloGizailatlon 1mKitt©lenclI0ohon#,, ndllsche tudlon# vol* 0 (1005)# pp. 63*65# lor a re bent' aha full' troa fcmunt of vowel dissimilation in Old n^lioh# see Aduard Ackhurdt," lo vokalische Mseimilution la . .lten^lisohon,[< 
h^llsohe tudlon# vol. 73 (1939)# pp* 101-179#
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qt orthography In Modem nullah* ;hc sounu group wu 
becomes regularly ME wo# and therefor o the group wu 
(whu In spoiling) la unusual In Modem .nullah* whloh 
is derived# In pronunc 1 ation particularly# ©ssentlally 
from late Middle ihJLlsh* The participle or win la 
°B ^ewunnen* ME wosne* Mod* E* won (but be,nn* run# 
apun)* OE wundor becomes HE and Mod* i« wonder (but 
unoer* sunder* hundredj* OE wulle becomes ME uolle*
Mod* t-;* wool (but rfcll* bull* pull)* OE wulf becomes 
ME# Mod* d* wolf*
OE wund bu cooes through the usual vowel 
lengthening be Toro liquids ME wound* wood* Mod*  ̂* 
wound* .ho exceptional monophthongs! pronunciation 
of 0 3  in Modem n^li^h lc explained by the ME 
secondary fora wood* with lon^ £ Inc Lead of long u* 
hen# though* the past participle of wind has diphthongs! 
pronunc la tlon (though written tho same way)# li is a 
mutter of analogy with bind-bound# find-found* ©to* 
or the samu reason the 3 after £  In the preterites 
of awing has boon regained*
.he explanation of o In Mod* E* wood (from 
ME wode from OE wudy) lo not dependent on dlesimllatory 
influence# Its explanation probably lies In the 
modification of a stressed vowel lengthening, e*g*# ME 
clore from OE duru* ME eone from 022 guru# ME love from
Original la Itself somt&am xaodlfled bgr 
w « » a  of dlaiilmlltttoi* For instance, OB iriSflnss dseî  
beeooos ME* Mod* E* batoaadiert OB woloan beeooes 
HE WBXkGOf (Mod« K» welkin)* The IB*, pr&feerit© of waao^t 
la pogulflrly wesoh (from OE ow&aols tlie preterite of 
MB awyo la sooet&aes away (beside re^dar 333*)•
Sbe £Sod* E* ten swore Instead of the tota-aspoeted 
egwoor la probably a m o l t  of analogy with auot 
teat aa t e e, tore. In the preterite note from wake 
vlth its regular ablaut (cf• ta&^todk, sliatee-̂ siiook. 
te»ke*f<raook) dlsslnllatioa has probably been at 
play af^ln and has prevented the development of the 
M o n a d  after w«
Bran out of the OE £  after jj tiioro Is sooetlzses 
developed an e-eoimd Instead of the expected os OB rib,
KB wook, walk (of* OH voikrK  Mod. B* weak3 0B mrEt*
HE swot, wwt. Hod* B. sweat: OB awgpsn* HE ssjepe*
Hod* E* SSSSSJ IJB wosaaad* tlod* B* weasand,
A tel̂ rord̂ iiorklnr; OlsolniXafclon Is In evidence 
Aon teg igi teooai o before raeflial jrs OB dnfe. HE dowve* 
dove* Hod* E* dove 3 OE gfadfan. imf isod* E* above3 oe ag§£^&* 
HE M t e w ,  eefaowe* Hod* E* above*
DlssinUatlon seects to account for the vowel 
variations In HE grove. CTeve (tram OB igrdf) and In
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ME Miflfg* behave U'rou OK bofoZSff)*
In the com of Hod* K. jgw (£roo OK 5jgK  the 
following 2  ̂  prevented the develapaaenfc or the usual 
u-sound out or £ 1  OE, rn H o p  beccaaes Hod* B# flows 
0K# HE plow becomes Hod, E« glows OE, LIE greuo became 
Mod* e* grow*
It la likely fclmfc ooaXogy accounts for the 
devolopoout of such strong protori tea as OE alSg.
ME alow, slew* Mod* S. alew; GB Prog* HE daw. drew*
Mod. D. dggWI OE ffMBPIftr MB flowo. flewo, ***** 23* M&SL+
Zt say bo, though, that diacinilufclon la a co-Taetor
2303*0*
*ri20 corresponding disalnilafcion o& palatal 
wvals In the prasdbaity or palatal spirants la to be 
observed, though not so regularly as in the case or the 
v* 2toere is a clearly recognisable effort, ©specially 
in the Southern dialect, to avoid tb© sound om^blnatlon 
51 (3 is here used as a oyabol for [$])• I'or iastme®, 
ginn. ggng Is retained in the northern dialect, whereas 
regularly appears in the Soutoera dialoct« Other
S M M P S
eiffiplso ore OE Sine to IE -„oa (yls); oe 31f to kb ycsC 
<zi£> ; OE 31ft to UK -sraft (vift) 3 Oi: Sioaitm to IE 3oddlao» 
But aorwtliaes Initial 2, la dropped toofox*© Ĵs 
OE 31ool to Hod. E. (j£)i£t OE 31oeau to IE?. lasted.
Hod. E. ltcbs OE 311 to HE jj£, ilod. B. Z£$ OE 3M.t to UB sTts
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Slpsewlo to Mod. £♦ Ipswich, as a result of this 
inconetuncy oT the palatal spirant 25 before ji Us 
substitution by the velar stop & lc very easily explained# 
It may be that the was taken over from other forms of 
the same words, as In the otic© of begin* give* get; or 
it may be that the sound came in by way of the northern 
dialect, as in the oase of guest (OE gist# 31ost)»
1 3 4
Appendix XV 
Grsmmont on . Isolmllatlon
Clio moot inclusive treatment of Ui assimilation 
thet has ever bean published Is that 0ivon by Maurice 
Orasnont in his Tralte do Phone tl quo. ̂ Here Craxnnont 
has oollooted end classified astonishingly numerous 
oases of dissimilation* regardless or the lan^ua&e in 
which those cases occur*
Orsramont has not concerned himself with 
dissimilation in -nolish* since there is little 
dissimilation in mulish as compared with that in most 
other lan^ua^es* Ihe reader may* of course* refer to 
CroBtiont1 s work* l or the convenience* thoujh* of the 
reader who is primarily concerned with dissimilation 
in "nullah* ramnont1 s conclusions are briefly sxmmtrlsod 
here* so that those observations may bo compared or 
contrasted with the results arrived at In Chapter XXX 
of this work* ’ or tim t reason the formulas vhioh Grammont 
has drawn up are Oivon here in the most succinct manner 
possible*
CATEOOHY I 
IHPfcUHHCE OF ACCE8T OH STKESa
Formula 11 An accented or stressed vowel dlaelmllatas
1* (Paris, 1933)* pp. 272-312.
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an unaccented or unctreesod vowel. examples: : r. guerono 
from corona; Pr venial soror from aerore; f.ponlsh redondo 
**roxa **Otundug Portugese forraoso and Iremoso Prom formosui 
Vuld# iMt. *Kluuln» from dluinu {:r* dovln)*
! onaula IT: n accented or stressed Implosive consonant
alsslmil tos an unacocntod or unstressed inplostvo 
consonant* 'xamplo©; Vul̂ ,* Lat* alberca from earbercag 
OTIC Eurmel from nurmerg inIG mar.tel from marter; OF force! 
from folcol; Old Italian vemullo from volnullo.
. oxaula III: tUc second consonant of an accented or 
stressed combined wroup -isclicll tee tire second consonant 
of an unaccented or unstressed combined ^roup. Fxamplosj 
ul0* Lat* orlblu and orlbu from or lb rum; OF Plumbe from
ri.nblo (f laaciula); Portugese fracle from f rat rag Ital.
✓ / drleto fend dreto from dorotro; Or* pfaatrla from phratrla*
Formula IV: :*n accented or stressed consonant <11 so Imitates 
1) an Intervocalic consonant, 2) an unaeconted or tin stressed 
Implosive consonant. xampless 1) Vul^* Lat* prud!x>e 
from prurlreg Vul£. Lat* pole^rlnu from pere^rlnum; OF 
contralto from contralrcg COG oprabhall from spralilmrlg 
Hebrew pulbedrln from Gr* p rourol; 2) Ital* elbltraro, 
albltraro* albltrarlo from arbltr-g Portugese aclproato 
from arolprosteg Arabic Jltriful from Or* trupheron*
1 3  G
- oiraula y : n  u n accen ted  h n p lo siv o  conconcnt <l ia s in i  X a t  e s
1 ) a combined con son an t, 2 ) a consonant whloh I s  separated 
from the p reced in g  vow el by an oth er conson; nt# x&mples: 
1 ) Vul^# h a t . o r e t e l la e  from e l f t e l l a e ,  fru^ ellu m  from  
f la h e llu s a a OF i* lobei\,e from frobory.oi C e l t ic  kouadug 
from  krouudugx L ith u an ian  ^ lln d a  from ^ ja ln d a j 2) fr#  
C a ln t- . o r l l n  from .a tu p n ln u s: B reton  tubarlano from 
*»tabarnano i Hebrew 11mlCm from nlmnona
C ATPjGCRY 11 XNFLUBSCE OF TUB POdlTIdtT 6. CUB PIIOHHBLSIH TUB GYLffBLff
formula VI: Che second clement of & diphthon^ (an clement
weak by nature) Is clsslnllatod by a vowel or eoml-vowel
of the same nature, examples: Italian Ascoll from uacull;
✓Vulfi* Lat# purochla from Gr. paroikla.
orrmila VII: consonant (combined or not) separated
from the proccGIn̂ , vowel by another consonant i- ls  s im ile  te a  
an intervocalic consonant (combined or not)# xamplos:
;ul0. Lat# olnquo from tiulnque; OF con trailer from 
cootrarler: OF noznble from ^lonblo from lumbulus
fpanlrih montlra from mentIda; Italian lonclra from
✓ /•:-rondra; Or# kollandron from korlandron.
; ormi\a Vlllg i conaonunt separated from the procod In<_,
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vowel by anotbor conoonrnt^ulsalmlluteo an unaccented 
lmploclvc conconant• xan^leos T v• pa cenotre from
OF paternostres OP bougerastro from bour^eras iro; 
iTiQ xylfipl from roller, rpudcl from roudor,
Formula IX: OP two consonanto of the same nature sop. rated 
by a consonant of a alffarent nature the explosive 
dlssimllctos the implosive, ixamplesi Vul&* bat* veltragus 
from dallio vertragosi OP maubre (equals malbre) from 
marbre; Spanish ©astro from sart(o)re; Portugese petroches 
from Spanish pertrechoa; Or* bethron from #berfchron»
. Qiimila X: , n Implosive consonant uissInflates an 
intervocalio consonant* xamplcs: Vnlg* Lat* peleger
from pore^er: . r* onsorcoler from <»ensorQerers i'T* 
aoaaeller from OP somrierler; skt* alurti from **ar~ar~ti;
OIIG nor sail from moroarl*
I onaula XI; .rx implosive consonant (unaccented) dlsolmllutea 
a combined consonant (unaccented)* xtxmpleo s Pr* Vordouble 
from Vemodubrumi Portugese fctornldade from fraternldados 
Polish Jasmin from Jagnln*
1oimila XII: An intervocalic consonant ui©similetes 
an unaccented combined consonant* “x&mpless Vula* Lat* 
sat lone from stations; OF ^auferals from ^pmfrerals; 
Provencal Oabaresee from 0 abraroooe; pr nlsh ploflarlu.
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from preoar 1b; ttio Or# m a r a t h o n  £von m a r a t h r o n *
CAT" ITXIHFLUENCB OF THE POSITION OF 1111, rilOHLf.rLSIK FILL -ORD
Formula XIX I s Of two phoneme a pl a c e d  in tho seme manner 
In the syllable and b o t h  outride of the accent, It I© 
the first w h i c h  Is diseimll&ted# %xamploss Pr’ovenpal 
alalre from araire from arafcru; ipunlsh coatudora fi’om 
costurera; or. alelouros from ealerouroa; Lat i n  Perilla 
from Palllla; MIIG enelendo from OHO elllondl.
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Appendix v The French Influence
Certain phone tic changes which are characteristic 
or the French lan^ua^e arc reflected In Ihdlieh booauae 
of tho Norman invasion* Many of the cases of dissimilation 
treated In the body of this work are the result © of T
mis take a made in fn^llah worda by Normen tongue® or in 
Norman worda by mullah tongues# For that reason a bi'lof 
summary of tho more important French influences is 
oivon box'©#1
(1) Iho l nullah sound combinations represented 
by cho* ohi ware not to bo found in initial position in 
tho early Norman dialect* Instead, a pronunciation 
corresponding to the liodera German pronunciation of £ 
was substituted* Later the first sound In the combination, 
a voloolees dental stop, was lost, loavin^ a sibilant in 
initial position* hen tho sound combinations mentioned 
above could bo interchanged in Nornan-lrenoh, the 
interchange was carried over to Frxclish words of a similar 
structure* thus we find the spellings Porchmouth and 
Portsmouth inaioutin^ differences of pronunciation 
which still survive*
1* d* F* zcohrisson, ”Cho : ronch loaaont,*1 Part II, Intx’oduo tiun to the furvey of n .11 oh Placo-Namuo* 
A 'f u i r  Y r s s & t m r i B  T o u f e r  ----------------------
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(2) An Initial js before a consonant was chunked 
In three ways* Tho nijdt be dropped, as in tookflah 
from stockfish* /•. prosthetic o nl^ht bo prefixed to tho 
6| aa In Bstretone from trot Lon* A ovarabahktlo vowel 
znl«jht be inserted between tho £ and a consonant, as In
ini tre tone from snlttorton*
(3) Iho consonant© and r wore frequently
interchanged in two syllables of the same word, though 
the dissimilation of to 3L-r was more common than 
the assimilation of^r-1 to r-x> An xi was frequently
dig s ini lat ed to r or \ by an m in tho followin0 syllable*
(4) , issizailatory elision Of r was common in 
Old : ronch, but it may oocur in n^llsh* Occasionally, 
under Old french influence, £ may be lost in a stressed 
syllable when die similetion is out of the question; or 
it may be added or loot finally*
(0) Ahe voiced and voiceless varieties of $> 
were replaced by d and j; respectively in many cuseo#
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Definition of Toma
This section is devoted* for the most part, 
to the explanation of texias whioh are not in Ocnorul 
us© in linguistic phraseolo*^y and which ot orwiso nijht 
cause some confusion*
Dissimilation Is the change or loss of one 
of two identical or similar sounds which appear in the 
sazae word or same &roup of words* (marble from mwrbre* 
ladner from lardner* remelant from remenant) *
Piasimile tory elision refers to the loss of 
a sound throuji dissimilation* (smother from smorther)* 
Complete dissimilation Is the loss of a sound 
or the change of both member and place of producing 
a sound by reason of dissimilation* (Axholiae from Ilaxoholri, 
Shrewsbury from Schrebbe sbur^) *
Partial dissimilation is the chonuo of either 
place or manner of producing a sound by reason of 
dissimilation* (brimstone from brine tone.)*
Proves alve dissimilation* we name the direction 
of dissimilation by bo^lnninc with that sound which 
remains unchanged* Che direction is eaid to be progressive* 
than* when the eecond of two dioslmllatlnd sounds I® 
changed or lost*
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Uegresslve dlaslnllatlon refers to the change 
or loss of the first of two dlasimllatlng sounds*
implosive refers to any consonant standing 
In the first port of a syllable (close or close).
Implosive refers to any consonant standing 
in the luttor part of a syllable (land or land)*
single is used In referono© to a consonant 
which stands alone at the beginning or end of a 
syllable (Impair or impair)*
Consonant group applies to any combination 
of oonsonants occurring within a syllable (friendly)* 
Combined consonant inaic^tes any consonant 
which stands In a consonant group (bird or bird)*
Pretonlo refers to the position of a consonant 
in u syllable which precedes the first sellable bearing 
the accent (ijgaite)*
Intertonic refers to the position of a consonant 
in a syllable which occurs between two syllables bearing
accent (infIdol}•
Post-tonic refers to the position of a consonant 
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Abstract
Ih© purpose of this work has not boon to make 
an exhaustive study of dlssimila tlon, but to make a 
re s trio tod Investigation of consonantal dissimilation 
in nolish* Because most ox the common words showing 
dissimilation in 'nullah have been treated In other 
work#, place- end personal-name s constitute the greater 
bulk of the examples treated; some few examples other 
than place- or personal-nemos were taken from nkinusorlpts 
of the thirteenth century*
In the main part of tho dissertation each word 
is ^ivon particular attention with especial reference 
to those changes which show dissimilation or dlssirailatory 
tendencies* The place- and persona 1-names full very 
readily into two general classes—  those showing 
also 1mllatory elision and those showln^ dl©simile toxy 
ohaz^e* This study treat# tho loss of r, 1* n, ®, w# 
h^ t̂  ftnd k, of which r and 1̂ are the ones most often 
lost through dissimilation; It also treats the change of 
r-r, 1-1̂  nasala, dentuls# spirants, and miscellaneous 
stop b, of which r-r and ̂ -̂ 1 are tho consonant © chiefly 
affected* group of thirteonth-centuxy words not 
readily classifiable reveals tho tendency of the voiceless
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spirants s-£ to diasimllat© to je-fc,.
In ooourronce dissimilation la somewhat sporadlo* 
Its ds turo 806018 olzsioot 06prlolou8 tliQoS| for vory 
often it does not operate under circumstances apparently 
identical with those under which it has operated in 
other words* In such cases it may reasonably be assumed 
that some other tendency stronger than that toward 
dissimilation is involved*
The direction of dissimilation is predominantly 
regressive; that la, it is the first rather than the 
second consonant which is most often changed or lost*
This fact would tend to support the psychological theory 
that the perception of tho second consonant so wsa&end 
the perception of tho first that it is more susceptible 
to change*
hen dissimilation is progressive In it® 
direction, some other force which account® for the reversal 
of the normal course of dissimilation Is often 
discoverable, thoujh not in every case* xhe first 
consonant may bo stronger than tho second for 
psychological or physical reasons and thus less subject 
to choDep • lements familiar In place- and personal-n^me© 
or elements whose semantic value is known arc usually 
less subject to change than elements of less common 
occurrence or element® whose etymology is not
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recognisable* Other factors which may reverse the noita&l 
course of dissimilation are stress, assimilation, and 
folk etymology.
The role played by stress in ^ov©rninw the 
dissimilation of two consonants has never been adequately 
recognised. It is easily demonstrable that tho consonant 
changed or lost through dissimilation Is usually In an 
unstressed syllable, stress is certainly the strongest 
of the mechanical forces which determine the course of 
dissimilation*- some times strong enough to overcome the 
psychological features of claslmllatlon an- reverse the 
normal course of the phenomenon,
Assimilation Is indubitably closely associated 
with dissimilation. Tho surae psychological and physical 
factors seam to determine Its operation. Often it works 
in conjunction with claslmllatlon, maklnu the tendency 
toward a particular change doubly strong; sometimes It 
operates instead of dissimilation. Assimilation often 
explains apparent exceptions to rules which seem to 
Oovern dissimilation,
ho tho r a consonant occurs clngly or in a 
consonant Oroup Is relatively Insignificant In 
determining whether the ulrootlon of dissimilation will 
be progressive or recessive. Hor uogs tho position of
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& consonant at tho bo0innin0 or end of tho syllable 
seem to be or croat Importance*
In the words listed in the body of this work 
uissimllation operated from the Old n0lish period 
through the ididale in^lish perioa, the larger number of 
words havin^ become set by the end of the thirteenth 
century* In some cases both forms existed Into the 
seventeenth century* dissimilation today Is active In 
the spoken lan^ua^e, but the standardized spoiling of 
written in0lish prevents rauical changes.
dissimilation, in its occurrence, must at best 
be called sporadic, lacking regularity; but when it is 
present, it is governed by clearly defined factors*
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